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SUMMARY OF CoNn:N'r..¥1 

PART I. DIRECT RElATION.-

Chap. I.-The N,,!"re 0/ Language ~,O/~~ght. 

A language: the arbitrarY syst~< of 'signs and 
symbols, the most economical ~ efficient for 
the representation of thovght. 
l.a.nguage is either vocal, graphic or ,tactual. 
Cillcl's inheritance (I) Physic&ka capacity for 

speech. 
l2) Social (a) a language. 

(h) a system of 
Relationships 
(knOwledge)~ 

B. Thought: Sensations,' perceptions. images ann 
ideas. 
Thought implies' (I) A want 

, (2) reproduction of Assoelations. 
(3) A process, of sel~n; 

Chop. II.-The Pftrt played by Language in Thought~ 
Words-have the'same function'in thought 8$ per
cepts; stahle-imageS and gestures. W.ords largely 
replace these. ' 
Certain prohlems arise (i) 1$ thinking merely'the 
action of language mechanisms) No. 
(2) Is there such a thing as an ahstractidea., or'is 
it merely a word (Nominalism)}. There is an 
abstract idea. 
(3) Can we think 'without images? This -can he 
taken in two ways, viz.: 

(a) can we .think. usUtg only verbal images (in 
consciousness)? Y cs . 

. (b) Using npimages whatever? A litile. 
Development of thought largely dependent 0.'_ 
language: comPMe Helen KeUer and Laura 
Bridgman' with Julia Brace. 
Bilingualism and PoIylingualism. How we can 
comecutively think in one language at a -time. 
Use of Mother-tongUe and of Other-longue. 
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PART lIt. INDIRECT' RELATION. 

CIla~:-III;......,..The .use oj a. Foreign Medi~m affect. thou6ht 
", by' A/Jeding':--. 

(I) Perception. Words 01 foreign languag~ not 110 

easllyperceived,especiaUy at the beginning. 
Requires mo~ "attention~ 

(2) The Btrengthand Variety 0/ ASlOciation.. Mean
ings, mOre vague, words not so-eaSily reproduced 
-See, r~action time e:ltperiment. 

(3) Inferesf arf(r~ttention. Language requires more 
att~tion, ,pence subject-matter gets less - Le •• 
interest. See evidence. 

(4) fatigue. Selective activity - the alternation of 
attention betwe~n langUage and _ 8ubject-matter 
causes fatigu~E:vide:Qce and ex~ment .. 

(.5) Expressicm'·o/ Thought. A. Oral-Ies8 discu8sion-
\ fewer questions ,and answers. B. Written-E.ssay, 
weake~-Iess imaginative. Jesldogjcal. less natur~J 
E.vidence and experiment. 
Infhlenc~ of one lan~ge on the ~ther. 
(6) Rote Learning: Habit of roteMlearning en
"c~\Jl'aged., as a. result ·01 the "difficulties of com
prehension and expression-.-evidence. 

(7) The'Relaticm between School· an,d Home. School 
ass~ciat~d with"';fo~eign' medium; .home and out
$ide life. which are· most real to the child, with 
the mother-tongue. Hence school less natural-
Evidence. . . 

(8) Adler's Theory ~f. the; Infe.Pority. Complex. 

(9) The Spread 91 Culture: (I). Graphically-Reading 
, ' and Writing. 

(2) Orally-Discussion. 

In both cases the" SNead of cultur~ is adverSely 
affected by the·u$e of a foreign medium. 



Chap. IV.-The'Motivu/or Ma/U.ng a Foreign Language 
the Medium 0/ Instructia:n. -

(I) Politicah-The function' of-language for a nation· 
ationality. What its replacement would mean. 

(3) So . al { E. conomical' and' social advantages 

(2) Ec
Cl , ' __ 1 attached to the use. of the' foreign 
onODllf;AI edi ' mum. 

(4) Educational. (a) Advantages of bilingualism. 
(b) Different culture requires the 

language' in which it is ex
pressed. 

(c) ,Inadequate langUages. 

Chap. V.-Method 0/ Replacing the Mother-tongue as 
Medium. and Csmdutrion. . 

Failure of foreign language medium instruction. 
Sometimes it is. necessary 
How the replacement is accomplished with least 
harm. 
(I) study of second language-it can be com

menceo in Infant Oass. 
Compromise of direct method. 

(2) Replacement should be gradual~piead OYe!' 

several years. 
Conclusion-ehort 'summing up. 



INTRODUCTION. 

. Fairly early in lif~ I came in contact with the dif
ficulties of education through a, foreign medium. The only 
language I could speak. and understand at the time, was 
t' Afrikaans" or . South African Dutch. Following the 
custom o·fthe time, our· gove~s taught us through the 
mediwn of English. 'In order to gi~e us a' little' practice in 
conversation we were .Iowed to speak only English 
during the lunch -.int~rvaI.One day, t, asked whether the 
people in England always had to speak E.nglish, ~d when 
the answer was given in the affirmative, I expressed my 
sincere sympathy wit:h them, for I found one ,and a half 
holP's of it already So extr~mely aring.. 

Little did J thfnJt at the time ~hat this very question 
of' education throl,lgh the other tong\le would ~ome day 
interest me so much that' I should want to makeJ ~ special 
study of it. Under Dr. R. W. Wilcocks (Stellenbosch. 
S.A.) I investigated ·'the v~ltie of Afrikaans as Medium 
. of Instruction in South Africa,·t and then at Oxford, under 
the supervision. of Dr. M. W'. Keatinge, I investigated 
another aspect of the same subject. -

Not until I began the study 'of, the ~ubject did I kDQVI 
how general this language . problem: was. .We meet with 
it all over the world; in the British Empire it is. found in 
Wales and to some extent in Scotland ana Ireland, in 
Illdia witlt its numero~s vernaculars. in Canada ana jn 
South Africa; weEind it in Belgium, and; in a minoJ; 
degree, in Switzerland. on the borders of Germany it 
~aused continuous trouble. namely in Alaaee Lorraine: !n 
Poland, in HWlgary. and in Czeck6-Slovakia;the United 
States with its large alien immigrant population'. is not 
altogether free' from it. . 

I have had exceptional oppOrtunities for studying this 
subject. . In South Africa. I commenced. studying this 

. subject during a transition peri,xI. when the effects of the 
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change were ju~t becotning apparent.. Formerly instrue· 
tion had .ooengiven through the medium o,f English, with. 
Dutch' (Nethe:H~ndish) as second la~e. But thi. 
syst~m proved 'unsatisfactory, so Afrikaans (S.A. Dutch) 
replaced Netherlandish, and the Moth,ertongue of the 
student became, the medi\lnt.. o.tinstructio<D, . while the Other 
language' WaS, ,stuclieaas a subject. Thenati'Ves are now 
.allowed to, ma'keuseof their own language as me·dium 
until ,the end of the fourth: year, but alter that it has to be 
,superseded .~. either ~gliSh or Afrikaans as medium, 
and is relegated to the position of a second language. 

JUst re~e~ry I :have paid a VislUo North Wales and 
to BelgiuIIi, and hac{. an opportunity of discussing the 
subject' with men ~ho had studieclit. and had practical 
~periepceof bilingUal ·difficulties.1 also perSonally 
yisiteda numher of schools. , 

I have: in addition. had most o,f mY own education 
through medium: of the other tongue-and have taught 
for a·' t~ iiI 'a school where the mother~language had 
~lr~~dy .supe~eded .the other-as medium. . 



mE, lANGUAGE MEDIUM QUESTION. 

CHAPTER I. 

The Nature 0/ Language anp 0/ Thought. 

Before proceeding ,to· a discussion of the language. 
medium-question. we should first like to ,state shortly the 
nature of language and of thought. and of the relation 
between the two. 

I. Language.-Language pI~ys such an important 
part in our everyday life. and has done so as long as :we 
can remember. that we find jt difficult to jrnagin.e that 
there was .once a time in our very early yout~. when we 
did not know a language and lad to learn it. This~:ro
cess of acquiring the use of language' took place so 
unconsciously. so gradually ... tha.t. we were scarcely aware 
of it. It was never forced upon our'attention. It is only 
when we commence to learn a foreign language and try 

to use it as a medium of expression. that we become 
aware of the fact that language is not' inborn. but .bas to 
be acquired. True. we inherit it ready-maCle language 
from our ancestors; it .is not necessary for us to invent 
one. All we have to do is to ,make it our own s~ that 
we can use it. 

Having accomplished this. we find we have become 
heirs to a much larger inheritance than merely language. 
language acts ~ the keY'to this inheritance. which con .. 
aists of a large amount of tradition. 'handed down to us 
by our ancestors. and consisting .of knowledge. supersti
tions. customs. institutions and so forlL.. B~dwin points 
out in his ""Social and Ethical Interpretations" that .. the 
child does not have' to explore the relations of things for 
himself; this his ancestors have done (or him. and .their 
discoveries have been embodied .in language. Then he 
comes upon the scene with hereditary capacity for speech. 
and the tendency, also hereditary, to imitate •. So of 
course he" falls into ,the speech of his $oclal elders and so 
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finds ,h~mself, before' he kr~ow's it. a~d without any 
necessity foot understanding ~t" rig~t in the midst 0'£ a most 
.4ntricatenetwork o,E'social relationships, directly available 
to hiP} brihe Use', ~f. words l'icked. up by ~leasant and 
,playful i~tatio'Il:' " . 

We 'can no,wmake ~m inventory o·f the child's inherit-· 
ance.He inherits~' ' 

(J) A ~a~acitY Jor'langUage'; this is inborn and. hence 
,'. I, ..' 

.dOes 'not- ,need to ,be j8.cquired. We notice that this 
'capacity is for language in geheral, alid not Eor a partieular 
lapguage'. 

, (2) A particular 'language. !his is no~inbom; it is a 
~ociaI inheritance. a~d hal;!> to ht- acquired,. mainly through 
the proces~ of imitation.. ' 

(3) A syste~ of social relatio~hips, embodied iIi lang-· 
uage ~(l pr~~erved :-and' communicated b,y, means oE it; 
this ~yes' us, our It,nowle'dge, our be1ieIs .and 6uperstitio,ns, 
our 'custo,trlsand our ·institutions. ' , 

Whei1.~e, speak ota c~p'acity fot langUage, we mean 
more than the' ability to use a well developed orgari~ o,E 
·spee'ch. ''In'verY m~Y' animals for instance theJ monkey, 

~ I - - " I" ~ 

the. parrot and so on" the development of the organ of 
,speeth has goq.e farenougJ:t to enable them to clothe 
t~oug~t~ hi wqrds, if ~the' thought ,were there to clothe." 
1W~dt). lliei' capacity for lang'Ujige 'therefore depends 
on the ~capacity for cOrlscioUs thiclting. Iti; an instru
Ipent . tor the c;:onveya~c~of tho:ught, and, as' we s~an 
.s~e lat~r.largely' for: thougli~ ;itself! 

,By~ langUage we ,us~ally 'Qnderstand the 'spoken (VQcal) 
-and th~ ,Written (graphic) 'forms. ' There are other forms 
,of language sucli' as gestur~ - )anguag~, and •• deal atld 
dumh~' language.b~f we, are ,concerned . mainly With the 
fitst.twOi. The<spoke~ formdirec.tly represents or sym
,bolises ol,ll'thoughts, whiie the written. fonn represents 
~h,e ~pok,eI}. f~nn ahd hen,ce iIid,ire~tly' the tho'ughts. The 
'Vocal' la:n~age is an ·arbitr,ary system. he cause there is 
nol inhe~ent 'connection' between .tht!'! wot'ds ,and the 
t}l(~ugpts Qr idea~~~x~ept in'rlUe instances, for example 
':'cutkoo~' or' ubo'w~wow,'~ where, we "name an animal by 

• !, :' 
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the sound it makes. There. is usually a much doser con
nection between the signs of gesture language and the 
ideas they represent; Ear instance. when We wish a person 
to leave the room. we_ point to the· door.-

Our. 'ancestors have.' unconsciously.. adopted ~e 
,word-Iap.guage·system. and this has' proved_extremely 
efficient and eConomical. It is well ad~pted to our ever· 
increasing wants;' we canaIways combine sounds indif
ferent . ways to form new words. OUr organ of speech 
also proves itself ·well-adapted for this kind of work. for 
its use interferes but little' With our other labours. We 
can, often work and talk at the same time; this 'we should 
find much more difficult iE our hands were made the 
organ of speech. as would bf: the case in gesture 
language. -

As . we mentioned above. the connection between 
the wQrds and the ideas they, represent, is' entirely 
arbitrary; consequently different 'people use different 
words for the same id~as, for instance •• dog, OJ \ •• chie;n:' 
"hund." "hond." The consequence is that we have a 
great number of languages~ such' as English. French. Ger
man, Dutch, Chinese and- Japanese .. The connection 
bet:W~en th~ spoken and the written' fonns is also arbitrary • 
. henc~ there are differ~nt graphicsymbQls for the same 
'sounds, and, thereEoredifferen~ alphabets. such as the 
Roman, the Greek. and the Chinese alphabets. 

·With regard to' the third kind' ~f, inheritane:e, the 
system of ,social relatio~hips: We-can be very bne£. We 
notice that the social tradition,whicL is handed down 
from father to son. is continutlly chan8'ing and growing 
in bulk. and is ~omjng more and. mor~ comple~. It 
changes with the increaSe in, knowledge ,and with the 
change of conditions unde~ which w~ live. Much Of it 
is .common to -all humanity. while much is peCuliar to 
individual nations and _ even to' particular groups within 
that nation. It is' preserved and communicated by 
means of language., ' 
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IL-Thou~ht. 

In j:~nsc~ousness we have sensations. perception •• 
images and ideas. There is a minimum. of 'mental activity 
iI,1 a pure senaation. Sensations, according to Dewey, 
ar~stiinuli to action, mental and physical. ','they' are 
signalS: tq redirecti~ns,~f action. "They have a two-fold 
Junction.. They act ~initiators of action. They also 
proy-ide the: raw material for the mind to work upon; 
through' them th~ mind 'is brought into relation with the 
extemlllwo,rld. As SQotl ,as the mind has begun to act 
on a sensation. we" get a. perception. In this case the 

, mind performs a synthesis;, past knowledge is. brought into 
relation' with th~ present sensation. As Sandiford po,ints 
out,"perceptioIi is tpe apperceptive or synthetic activity 
of mind, wheTeby tb..e,dataof sensation take on the fo,rms 
'OJ representation i~ space and~ time. " For instance, when 
perceiying! Ii s~ooth round'stone, we combine our present 
visu~sensation (of a brown or grey,pateh) with rervived 
visuat tactlial and kinaesthetic (muscular) sensations. In 
peTceptioit, then. the mi~d has a e~rtain active, function 
topeTfonn~ , ' , 

Thus faianimals, have been able . to' keep pace with 
11S. Th,ey also, 'haves~nsationS and, perceptions. But 
they seem' to, be incapable of having ,conscioUs images. 
~ image or repr~sentation IS ,a reproduction, "in an 
altered form, of the. original p~rcept. h 'We must not be 

,led into; tile erro:J' of 'thinking- that a memory image is a 
co:rilplete pictorial 'copy 6f'a sense percept. it does. no 
dotlbt;; serve to call. up a kind Qf pictorial substitute for 

· the' original \sense"presentation. "Yet our images are as 
.~ rule much: l~$S .complet~and distinct than our percepts" 
(Sully). ,·'It is more like th~ghostof a percept.~· It is 

· evide~i . that! to reproduce' an image requires a certain 
amount of activity' of th~ mmd. An 'image n~d .not 

, , . \ . . ". 

n,e¢essarilybe' Viseal, ,althougli it usually is. but ~ari" be 
auqitory. tactual, 'motoriand 'so forth .. 
. "~nimage. tltotlgh les,s clear,: definite, and steady 

· than ,~ sensati91l0r percept, yet stands out fairly clearly 
in co!,sciousnes~" and·can.' ¥, kept comp~atively stahle. 



Finally we come to the idea or meaning, which is 
tepresented by a word. What, for instance, is in my 
mind whtrn I think of the word "dog," when I fix my 
attention on "dog" for a few seconds? If we introspect 
we at first find very little more than just the word in 
consciousness, but attached to this word is its meaning 
which is made up of various images and associations, 
hased on past experience. These associations rise up 
towards the. level of consciousness, and influence. it, 
although they do not actually become conscious. They 
tend to become conscious if we fix Qur attention for some 
little time on the word. Then we get glimpses of large 
dogs and small dogs, bulldogs, St. Bernards, and fox
terriers; of dogs running, standing o'r lying down; of dogs 
harking or .howling; of dogs fighting or playing and 110 

forth. In addition we might h3've feelings of affection 
or dislike towards them. All these images, feelings, etc. 
are the result of past experience. If we compare them 
with our· Mngle, stahle image, we notice how extremely 
transitory and fragmentary they are. Some of them flash 
into consciousness rather clearly, others less clearly, and 
some just fail to reach consciousness, hut with a little 
encouragement and perseverance, could easily he made 
to do so. Usually we pass very quickly from one word 
or idea to the next. so that very few of the associations 
reach clear consciousness; hut the whole group of cor
related images are in potential conscious existence, and 
make themselves felt in con~ciOusness as the meaning; 
they constitute the idea or mt"aning; they ·aU aid "in 
.making up the main account." 

Each ·meaning~oup is associated with a number of 
other groups; in the mind there are no watertight com
partments. For instance, when ,.ve think of dog, and the 
image of a dog which is barJCing comes into consciousness, 
this may suggest a person coming in at the gate, and this 
in turn may suggest visitors, and so a number of associa
tions are called up. 

. Unless we are merely daydreaming (engaging in pur
poseless thinking) we inhihlt those associations that lead 
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us from our. subject. In the' above case, if the subject 
'of, our th9!Jght. is '~dog$," 'we shaH' inhibit all associations 
of visi~o'rsand so· forth that may tend to arise, and shall 
sroup all ,the associ~tionSi aroWld the central id~a of dog. 

We'now' begin to, see ,the real nature of thought 
proper. We distinguish .three elements. namely (I) a 
want·: we ~arit to have some difficulty cleared up, EDt 
instance, we want t.O k~ow 'moreabQut "dog." This 
want wecan·identify willi Dewey"s "state of perplexity; 
hesitation. doubt." I). for these imply c1 want. (2) A . 
process 0/ repro,Jacticm ,,1 associated images~ (3) A pro
~ess 0/ selection. in accordance with out want and with 
previous experierice. We test the associations to see if 
they agree With previouskl1o,wleClge.and to see whether 
they te~d ,towar~~ the ;Satisfaction of our want. In 
psycho-analysis we find many strikmg examples of the 
activity of thisselEfctiv.e proce~. but mostly ·in con!lection 
with Wldersirable ~ssociations, which are prevented from 
coming .ihto. consciousness. Psycho-analysts reFer to this 
activity as the "~cen;or:! 

The-procelis ofreproouction of ass~ciated images and 
of sel~ction.corresponds tQ;. Dewey's '''act of ~earch or in': 
vesti~ation directed towards bringing to light "further factS 
which' serve tocoiroborate. or to nullify the suggested' 
belief.'" '. , . 

Suppose sO'pleone commen,ces a .sentence by sayirig ~ 
"Th~ aog~ .....• " then all the associations that constitUte 
the idea or mea.ning ofdo~ tend to rise}owards' conscious.. 
ness; th~y are. potenti~Uypresent in consciousness. He 
continues •• .. · ... d •• of my ·neighbour .... , .This immediately 
inhjbitsa number of the-'~uggested 8ssociations;and tends 
to ¢a.ll up others. He prQceed~, ........... ~CUJ been killed." 
This~ st.ill further limits' the ; possible images connected 
with, "dog/" :but ·it.add~ other$ connected with the' idea 
of killing. " Here the miQd.is active in _selecting those. 
8Ssociatiom which suit .the c;,irciunstances. and in rejectin~ 
those which do not. Sometimes none of these assOciations . -' , ' . ' , , 

1)' How. we Think.....:.oewey: 
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ri8~ jnto clear consclousness, but yet they' make, their 
presence felt. When reading quickly only the Words seem 
to' enter conscic:>usness; but each ,word is accompanied by 
the meaning-the whole 'group of col'i-elated asso<:iati~ns 
are potentially pre$ent. 

Now consider the case of a person reading a story; 
supp06e he' is halfway through. A ,1Jl~S of associations 
has aheady been fonned in -connection with. th~ ,. dramatis 
personae." These associatic:>ns include f~lings of all 
kinds. A want has been created: the person or persons, 
to whom Wf! have taken a special liking are in difficulties; 
we ,know something is 'gc.ing to happen; we desire and 
'expect that in some way they will extricate themselves; 
we are anxious to know in what ~ay this will happ~n. As 
we read further new ideas are intrOOu.ced and suggested; 
we "test these ideas to see if they agree with lhe· group of 
: correlated associations connected with the persons. If the 
writer says anything, that contradicts some of his fonner 
statements, the story is spoiled. The mass of past assoCia
tions is present in the unconscious, but their presence is 
felt in' co'nsciousnes~, The new id~as hav~ tQ conform ~o 
them. 

Let us now take an example <?f reflective ,thought, 
which some people hc:>Id to be the only real kind of 
thought. A man is !lffered two situations. ~cl haS to 
cho06e between them. He will fif$t, find out as much 
about them as possible. A want has arisen. a state e,f 
perplexity. He wants to compare the relative prospects. 
Suppose- the one offer is that of ';" post as manager ~f a 
business concern. in' th~ Argentin~. the other' that of a 
post in the local~, He will commence, to think. about 
the work in Argentine; all sorts of associations will be 
suggested. -thoughts ahoutthe -school in wliich.he ~tudied 
the geography of South .America, of the master 'who 
taught him, of the conditions there as described in books 
heJ.1as r~ad. and so forth: But he will soon suppress the 
irrelevant associations. that tend to' ahse intc:> conscious
ness: The mind selects only thOse which throw some 
light on the problem in h~d" He ~n think-of his finan* 
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cial prospectS in Argentine, and compare them with those 
her~.he will think of the pleasant ~limate there; he will • ,. I 

think of the pleasure of seeing a new country and' new 
pl~ces;h~. Willthirikof .the relatives and friends he would 

\ havt::! to leave· if ,he went. In this way he will contrast 
I the tWP' alteJ:llatives. The associations that arise into 
co,n~ciou,$ness are .selected in accordance with the want. 

, Only .o~e idea at a time i& in the: focus of' conscio'usness: 
but the' others in the margin bf consciousness or in the 
Jort;:"-conscious influence oW' de'cision. They all add to 
ou~ present state oE.mind; they .all help to decide our 
final aecision~ We are beginning to recognise more and 
m~re how little of 'o,ur mep.talliEe is covered by the term 
consciQU:Snes~·. .It is' only the top of the iceberg that 
app.earsabove tqe water. Most. of o,ur mental activity 
takes ,place .in. the ·'.[ore-cq,nsciouS" or "unconscious" 

" regions~ jn~8t of the iceberg is\mdet water. Thisfact 
·is'cIearh,: demcmstrated .in books. on ,psycho-analysis. 

It i~ hardly necessary: to point out how associations 
are .fo~ed, what .pallis play~d by instincts, by feelings. 
by contiguity in: spacel and time, and .by similarity... In 
the reprod.uction,of these associations. factor~'like recency, 
frequens::y ahd i~tensityiri theJr .formation are important; 
~o the do,niinant, jnterest and general tJ'endof thought 
at-the ·moment. 

CHAP. II. . 
, . , 

The Part 'Played by Language in .nought. 
It will now be easy forus to state what part is played 

in thought by 'senSe-impressions, percepts, stable images 
'and words~ When we have a sensation, say of a pat~ 
,ofbroWn,8SS0,Ciatioos arIse in connection with it. Past 
sensel-imix~sSio'hs_,of touch. sight, and so forth, combine 
. Wii:h .. th~ present sensation, which acts as a nudeus lor 
~hern, and wesi1y ~hat ,what w.e s~e is ~smooth roUnd. 
bto.\vn stone." . 

. . We now' ha~~ the sense,.impresSion plus its meaning. 
" ~ndwe··call·theresult a-percept. This in tum forms a 

centre 'for furthet _~ssOeiations:The perception of the old 
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house in which wf!used to live suggests a nll:JIlberof 
memories and feelings, which ~ay,_ come into .conscious
ness or may be merely unconsciously present, but' yet 
affect the perception. 

Both the sensation and the perception depend on out
side stimuli; while these continue the same, the sen;;e
impression and the percept will also remain _ practically 
the same. Consequc;mtly the percept forms a convenient 
nucleus for a number of associations. As long as we keep 
our attention on the object we are perceiving we, can 
have ali kinds of thoughts about it. 

Very often, however, the object is not there to per~ 
ceive. What are we going to do now? It is here that 
we prove ourselves more capable than animals. We are 
able to recall an object mentaJIy, to have a mOre or less 
definite stable mental image. Now 'we must draw a 
distinction between the concrete, clear and practi~any 
stable image, anq. the group of fragnlentary, transitory. 
and vague images that help to form the idea or meaning. 
These images sometimes do not rise into clear conscious
ness at all, but malie their presence felt there just· the 
same. The stable and .concrete image, which Stout calls 
the "significant image" is usually oned the images tItat 
constitute the jdea. but it has been selected and stabilised 
and is made to represent the whole idea. It is- concrete, 
hence can be kept ~ore or less clearly in consciousness. 
It forms a sort of "handle. t. just as the percept does, by 
which the whole idea is gra~ped and held. This "siginifi~ 
cant image" does not keep absolutely definite. but if we 
want to concentrate our attention on the idea, we con:' 
stantly recall it into clear consciousness. It forms a nucleus 
around which the cluster of images and emotions which 
make up . the idea. can group themselves and so enable 
us to crystallise our thought:- . 

When a number of ideas are brought into relation, 
we often find ,in' consciousness only these stable images 
passing by in quick succession. But each is unconsciously 
accompanied by the 'associated group that gives _ each 
image its meaning. \ Stout states this distinction between 

I~. ~ft'd. h. 
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image and.' idea as foUowa: "The image is no 'more 
identical witll the idea than sensatian is' identical with 
petception. The image is only: on.ecc>~stituent of the 
idea; the othel: and more impor~antconstituent is the 
meaning:which the i~g& :'conveys. If Ithi~ about the 
Duke of WellingtoJl. .the image present to my conscious
ness may be only the shadowy' outline dan aquiline 
p.ose. But this' is., of co~se. not Jlly~idea of the Duke c.f 
Wellington. My idea. depeiads on the cumulative result 
oftnany complex mentai pto·cesses, such as, the reading, 

. of Napier'~ Pe,ninsular ,War. etc. If I had been thinking 
pf someone else with an aquiline ,nose,. my menta] attitude 
wo,uld have been very 'different. fho~h I might have had 
.the same image. Th.e meaning varies with the' train of 
thought in wh~ch the image occurs." I) 

It is now that we come to ,the function of words in I 

thought., ,Wbrds serOe the ~amepurpo'se fn our thinking 
process ~ sen$e~impressions. percepts, and. siable' images, 
with thi~ diffc::rencetliat they bre not naturally c9'nnected 
w~th the idea~ 'they. are not suggested by theobiects them
."elves, but are ~rbitrarily a~sociated· with the ideas. . The 
word ~lYI)thes.is~swith, the ldea~hecom~s part of it. It 
js the nucleus arot,lnd which the fragmentary images and 
feelings, .duster, ''The name. being asensUQus fact, 
affords a convenient selise-basis fo,r association with the 
lll~ntal cre'8t~on called a coq,cept, in order that the latter 
may be retl:\ii}ed, in m~mory ~nd 'rec:al1ed. The name is. 
so}:o'speak, a "handle" 'for the thought.' Other kinds of 
image~yisual images in partic~ar may sometimes and 
with spme persons, serve as handles for thou~ht; but the 

-verbal image, would seem to be the 'most useful kind of 
handle.-," 2) . 

If thet'word .lan~ge is .~sed fp,r the signs. or symbols 
that are employed jn the process I of thinking, then we 
must include much. more than merely words'in it; then 
we 'mus~ alsq '. include s~ns~-impressio'ns. percepts. and 

I): ManuaL bf P~ycho]()gy:-stout-Bk. IV Chap. I. 
2)~EI~en'ts of Psychology (MeUone·& Prummond.) 
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stable images. As Dewey says: ··gestuces. pictures. 
monuments. visual images. finger movements--anything 
consciously employed as- a sign is. logically. language. 
Thought deals not with bare things, but with their mean
ings. their ,uggestions; and meanings. in order to be 
apprehended. must be embodied in sensible and particular 
existences they must be anchored by 'attachments to some 
physical existence ...... to signs and symbols." 

In the case of concrete objects, we can usually make 
use of the sense-impression. the percept. th~ definite 
image or the word to represent the ide'a. But an abstract 
idea is much. more vague and indefinite; it is very difficult 
to find any image. except the verbal. to represent it. 
T alee for instance the idea represented by the word life. 
We see life all around us. yet it is very difficult to make 
one of our images (except the verbal) represent the idea; 
it would prove inadequate. 

Suppose we represent life by the image of an active 
man. This would tend to emphasise one aspect of life. 
and neglect other, aspects. such as the life exhil:jited in 
plants. etc. It is best to' get a neutral image. like a verbal 
one. which has no innate conl"ection with the idea. and 
can therefore more adequately represent the whole. 
Besides we would have no intrinsic interest in the words 
as we might have in the pictorial -image~ and hence the 
meaning would not be obscUred by the' vivid representa
tion. "The word is .. of course. the least misleading image 
to accompany the concept that we can have. because its 
implications in comparison with a visual image for' 
example. are 5*',) few.' Very imaginative people are entirely 
unable to rest content with the bare word; some picture, 
often of a very elaborate nature. flashes up at once to 
illustrate it ...... This liveliness of the. visual imaginatio'n 
is obviously a stumbling block u- the way of abstraCt 
thinking. for details in the image which are wholly un
essential to the concept, may distract the attention from 
those that are essential:" (Me1lone & Drummond). 

Word language is thus especially useful in' conceptual 
or abstract thinking. -The more abstract pur thought. 
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the ·more do we make u,se of wOl,ds: the'words alone seem' 
to coine into·: consCiousness' but the meaning accompanies 
them; although' n~n~ 0·£ t~e images and associations that 
constitute the 'meaning app~ar clearly' in consciousness. 
It is du~ to. this fact that .some people tend to- identify 
tito,aght with ,lo,ngur;rge. It is well known that "kinaes-, 
thetlc Images (moto·ror movement images)' of words play 
<;in 'enormously large part in many peoplet'o s thinking; so 
largely do these bulk,-thataltho.tigh we know that con~' 
cep~a.l thinking must .ul1derJi~ and d~termine the flow. 
it sometimes seems as' lfiritroSpection, could. detect noth
in~ in. consci~·usness sa'Yeiliis~teady verbalplo~ess'jon.·· 
(Mellone, & Dnunmond)r ,We 'ar~ not .therefore.surprised 
to' find -serious discussions on the questionS: ,"[S thinking 
merely tb~ a~tiCl'O o/lcmgriage mechanisms~H This seems 

-to. be theimplicatiort of th,e "Behaviourisf" point of vie"". 
Prof. Watson, after denying :this irriplicatio·n conclud.es 
the dist:u~~o.~ by saying 1 ItThink~ng is then largely 'il 
verbal process: occa. sionally expressive movements, sub-

, .... ~, 

.$ti~utaQ.le JOl'wo·rd inovenients(gestures. 'attitudes, ~tc.) 
'enter in as ,part of the 'gene~al stream o·f implicit activity." 

This view does not .explain. "ho:w it. is that a 'man 
may sit for an hour unable to put his thoughts into woras; 
'ho,w we may rem.~mber 't~e '~eani.ng. ~f an epigram, of. 
a tJoem., or of i;Lphilosophicaf .. theory,and yet,be utterly 
'unahl~' ·to recall the words in which it was . e~pressed." 
(Mr:Pear). Nor d6esit explain "James·rdes~ription of 
the intensely active gall tl;.(lt fills consciousness when "we 
try to recall a forgotten name.," If is no im;re gap, a sort 
-'of iWraith -pf the name is 'in It, hecko~ing us in a given 
. direction, making us" at moments tingle with .... the sense 
()f-our d~seness,. and then Ietti~g us sink hack without 
the longed for term. If wro·i-tg names ate proposed to us. 
'J:his:si~Iarly definite' gap:.' acts inunediately, So· as to 
negate them .. lbey 'do no·t fit into its mould. And the 
gap' of on~ .w~'rd does not feel lIke the gap oI' another" 
a_I enipty_bf 'co~lent, as~th mi~htseeIri." 

• Words·- certainly ,make' the. meaning' much more 
definite and-concrete" and we 1.1&ually e~ploy, them in 
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some form or c>ther when we ihink,but 'this by no means 
proves that the act of thinking and the language ~ove
ment are the same. 

The Nomi~alists again 'maintain thC!f there;" nomcn 
ment~ fact as a concept. The concept is th~ name il!ld 
nothing more. 'Locke says: uGell.eral ideas are fictions 
and contrivances of the mind thilt carry difficulty with.. 
them, and do ,not ,Se) easily offer themselves as we arC! 
apt to imagine. For. example, dGes it not require some 
pains and skill to form the general idea of a triangle ? For 
it must he neither ohlique nor rectangle, neither equilate,:al 
equicrural, nor scalene; but all and none of these at 
once. In fact, it is something imperfect, that cannot 
exist, an idea wher,einso~e parts ,of several different and 
inconsistent idea.s i;U'e "put tog~ther." According to our 
view this difficulty of Locke disappears at once, fOf,the 
idea of triangle includes all the cases' he mentions, as 
well as the' woed. although they c~nnoi all appear in clear 
conscioUsness at the saIne time, .The concept or abstract 
ide''s. is something complex: it consists, of a group of frag
mentary ,images- an'd ,associations: ' 

We t'an therefo,re' agree with Mitchell. when he says 
that "words are not a substitut~ lor thought. nor for 'the 
object of thought. nor for the process of thinking; they 
are a substitute for imaginin'g' (stable', images). as imagin .. 
ing is a substitute fOI: the use of Qqr senses. 

In the July, 1922, number of Mind. Mr. Gregory ha~ 
a very illuminating' article on the subject of the mental 
imagery 'in thinking. ,He discusses the damage inflicted by 
visual images on the, mipd and' its thinking. "Turoulent. 
crowding . image$' stU- the ~nd, to~ violently and 
shake it rather than guide' it. - Images which are 
simply too insistent d~ not sti~ it enough - clo not 
pass 01\ in the mind freely enough: ~cause they i~vlte 
its attention to cling to themselves."" . Hence' .. the human 
mind h~ shown a marked, tendency to abandon the 
advantage of seeing things without looking at them, con.: 
ferred by the power of vigorous visualisation. for the, 
advantage of thinking' about them conferred by fe~lf 



mental jmages which direct,the' min~ to tho~ht rather, than 
t~emseIves." Iti~ found .that uncivilised man .is usually 
superio·r to civilised' man)n v;$uaIising power. and that 
melltal imageryi~ children is ~tro1J.ger than in the case 
of adults. C~eth Read in .his '·Dr~arns and Primitive 
Culture" write.s: '"J"he process of imagination itself. the 
memory -Bnd the' picture~thinking o·f savages. seems to be 
more vivid. sensuous. stable. more like percepti6~ .than 
our own normally' is." . It is g-enerally recogniSed that· 
"~visual images desert the scielltific mind:' ~that "thinking
becomes less occupied with the visual image because it 
becomes more pleoccupied. with wO.rds." We can con·
sequently understand why men 'like Mi. Watson doubt 

.I:pe very existence of mental imagery in thought; 
, • r . 

Ho,w then. are the images that are ';ssociated with 
the' word and supply it~ meaning~ pre~ented ii-om toming' 
into full ~onsciousnElss.Mr. Gregory holds ,that "visualisa~ 

, tion can be regarded as ;j tendency to mental response by 
visual il11ages which UndeIJ~oes.prcigressively with the 
evolution ofciviIisation' 811d hl' different degrees among 
the minds of o,ne' generation;, a proces:JoJ inhibition, The 
mind has a tendency to have visual images ",h~ it thinks. 
and an inhibiting mechanism to. fre~ thought from them; •• 
We have ~lready dl.scussedthe aistence .of a menta} 
activity which prevents irrelevant ideas and thoughts 
ffom entering consciousness. consequently we. shall have 
no difficu1iy in accepting the existence .Qf .this inhibiting 
mechanism •. which 'after all seems to be the same thing,. 
and is. 'c()ncem~d in making ,the thought process mor~ 
efficient. 
'. . Anothet question' which is freQuently discussed is 

,whe;ther we 'can think with~ut images., 
Ther~ ·a.Rl~wo ways of. interpreting this' question. 
0) in the sense-that ve~b'al images are not really 

im'~ge& .. the ~uest~o~ thenbecomesrcan tOe think in 
wo"dS' without having af1,yofher conScious: images} . We 
need 'rior go-into this question, as it folloW'S from what 
:we .. hav,e "lready ·said... that weean' thinkt by haVing only 
the' ~erhaJ images i~ - dear c~ns~iousness to represent the 
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whole idea. the'other images and associations being sub
I consciously present. " 

(2) The question can also mean: Can we"tronlc with
out having any kind 0/ images in consciousness} Can 
the mea~ing, sometimes pass through mind in thought. 
without being made concrete by language of some kind 
or other. without being "anchor,e«,i" by means of images. 
Without going into the whole question. we can state 
definitely that we entirely disagree with Dr. Watt. when 
he says that . 'thought. as such. is independent of ail 
mental imagery." We shall not, however., go so far as to 
maintai~ that ali thinking implies conscious imagery." It 
would appear that i~ thinking. some ideas do not have 
a representative image in dear consciousness. that only 
some of the 'important ideas. have a verbal or other image 
in consciousness. The stream of consciousness. on' this 
view is "like a bird's liie; it )s made up of alternations 
of flights and perches" (j~mes). This' is especially the 
case wh-en the thinking procee.ds smoothly, but as soon 
as a difficulty arises the images come into conscious 
ness; then language is essential. The use ·of language 
makes our thought more clear and definite.. ~ idea~ 
which is not represented in consciousness. is unstable and 
vague. We know from experience how much clearer an 
idea becomes when we have found the word which re
presents it. and 'of which we could not think at the 
moment. 

That our mental and moral development is .almost 
entirely dependent on language. is beyond dispute. As 
Mel10ne says: "while thought is prior to language. 
thought could make no progress without embodying itself 
in language. The thought would dissoI~e again were it 
not stereotyped in a word ... " 

Joseph states, "whether anything can be carried on 
without some sort of sensible signs is disputed: certainly 
it cannot be tanied far. The signs need not be written 
or spoken words; they may b" gestures. or sensations of 
touch, by which Helen KelJer was "taught to think..·· 

The value of language lor mental and moral develop-
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ment is, best el(.emplified by comparing the intelligence 
,0,£ ~ple who ,hav~leamed'prac!ically no language with 
those ~ho have., Compare for instance th~intelligence 
and moralnatl.U'e ~f Helen Keller ,and Laura 'Bridgman 
the. 'tw~blind' and deaf girls. who were taught a language 
through lhei'l' sense of touch. with a girl like Julia Brace. 
also deaf, and blind. who was' riot educa,ted. was not' 
taught a language. Their' ~ental image~. of coui~ would 
~e entirely tactuaL ,Helen Keller reached a very nigh' 
st~e of cUlt4I'~. as pn~ can see ,by reading-her "Story 'of 
IPr Ufe." .In the, book on: L:,aUfa BridgmaI)'We ,hav~ a 
comparison between, Laura and Julia Bi-~ce. "Thetwo 
met' and felt each o-ther ! But what a,difference between 
,tlie ,two! Julia is a woman' grown. and unprepossessing 
'in her apPearance, ,beca\lSe, she· is' without' animation.' 
without vivacity, without any expression of face. She , . I, ., ' 
,was made' to ,undeTsta!ld, by plaCing her fingers on 
Laur~' seyes and on her ears (by natural sign: l~guage " 
thus) that' she was blind and deaf like herself. but her 
countenance changed n~t, she'manifested littie ,interest, 

~ , , 

and 'in a m,6rxient or two began, to ,withdraw .from ,the 
child 'who clung tolier, put around herne'cl<: a chain of 
her own, braiding and kisSe:aher.' Vai~ im~ulseof affeG
tic;m! Whar'a' contrast in their ~hara:cters. LaUraw~uited 
her affection anHsympathy. and would not he satisfied 
'without them;, '~hi1e, Julia, ' h~yirig. got her present, was 
desitoU$ of tenrunating the' interview and carrying -off her 
posseSs.ion. Such'i~ the ~ffeCt ,of education; such the 
'ponsequenc'e p:£ ev~lving the moral ca~d ~oci~l nature, as, 
has be'~n <lone in' th~ case bf Laura; -or of exercising'only 
the lower ',pJ:operisitiet?, arid allowing'.the human .being to. 
live ~s do the brutes; withinhiinself and for himself 
'alolJe.1q.e kind and gi)od peo,~le who have· ~harge 01 
Julia Brace seem to'do for her all they c()n_do, but this 
is .little' fo,t they ,h'ave 'no' rrzea~s. 0/ communiccding !Pith 
. her"~ Commenting o~ 'Julia. Brace; Dr; Howe says: 
·,'There...is about 'her 'inexpressive face, ,and her "attitude 
.and d,cine,anour.. a certain passivity ,denoting habitual in
attention to exierqa1~bjects, whi~h 18.'a veryunfav~urable 
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sympton and which contr~ts strongly With the appear
ance of Laura Bridgman and Oliver Caswell; they are 
always on the alert: their spirits seem to be' striVing to 
get abroad, to go out, and 10 examine the relations of 
extemal,things; while Julia's is content to ~t within, and 
receive impressions made upon tlie. surface of her body. 
When left alone she. losescon$ciousness. apd lies flat 
upon her face~ sleeping or aozing for hours together. 

Dr. Howe . saw what the value of -language was for 
these people and the great object waS to teach them 
language. for upon that depended their mental develop~ 
ment. He statelf that "she (Laura n.) has now- become 
so well-acquainted with languag~ that she can comprehend . . 

and use aU the parts of speech. and although her vocabul-
ary is still very small. it is so pettectly familiar, as to. be 
to her exactly what speech is to' others.-the vehicle lor 
thought." 

Bilingualism and Polylingualism. 

It often takes some time before a child sees that an 
arbitrary sign or syriiOO:I can be substituted f~r the natural 
one. This is exemplified in the case of Laura Bridgman 
and Helen Keller_Dr .. Howe writes that after weeks of 
patient teachin\r it suadenly seemed to dawn on her. "[ 
could almost fix upon the moment when thi§ ~ruth dawned 
upon her, and spread its light to. her· countenance." Helen 
Keller suddenly realised this fact one .day when the water 
was trickling over her hand and Mi~ Sullivan spelt the 
word "water" into her hand. After that they showed 
great interest in learning this new language. which was 
so much m~re useful than the natural sign. language. 

It is evident that instead of associating only o~e word 
with-an idea. we can associate tWo, three or more with 
it, for instance. in addition to dog (vocal and graphic) we 
can have hond, hund. chien. Hence it becomes possible 
for a person to become a' bilingualist or .even a poly
lingualist. ·It follows naturally that it will be easier for 
us. to make use of th~t language which we ha~ebeen in 
the habit of using from the beginning, whose words have 



become D,;lore intimately connected With the ideaS'. and 
where we have a completer set to eetrespond to' them. 

What happens to the other words when we make 
use of the one? Evidently they then form part of the 
idea; they are mcluded among the transitory and frag~ 

mentary images, and are ready to, be called up if wanted. 
Hence the possibility of translation; hence also thel fact 
that when we cannot hit upon the right word in one lang
uage the corresponding word m the other language tends 
to arise We can then make use of this word to keep 
the' idea before us, while we attempt to call up the word. 
This is what we always do when we begin to study a 
foreign language. We first think of the words in the 
mother~tongue. and then translate them. We have to be
ware, however, of forming a mental habit of this method, 
and making use of translation when we know the second 
language well ('Dough to call up the words directly. 

The question now suggests itself, how is it that we 
can uniformly think in one language without getting a 
mixture of words horn the different languages i The' 
answer is simple; we explain the fact by means of the 
unconscious bacuround and the selective activUy of the 
mind. The factors in our unconscious background are 
(f~ the subjecf matter. We are accustomed to treat certam 
subjects through medium of say ""Afrikaans" (South 
African Dutch), others through the medium of English. 
When we discuss them, the language with which they 
have become associated and in which we have acquired 
certain hahits of expression, tends to arise. This is, how~ 
ever, the least important factor 

(2) the Surroundings. We all know that when in a 
foreign country or when speaking to a foreigner in our 
own country, the foreign language seems to come more 
naturally. It is strongly associated with the country and 
the people I find it difficult to speak English to the 
neople with whom I have been accustomed to speak 
Afrikaans (South African Dutch) and to' speak Afrikaans 
to people with whom I am accustomed to speak English, 
even though they can speak both languages. In some 
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.cases I' a~ mdi.red to mix, up the two languages'. to jump 
from one to the other. Afrikaans or English or both 
have been associated with diUerent people; a definite 
b'8ckground has been formed. 

The chief factor. however in the unconscious back. 
ground to guide the sdective activity is (3) A purpo'Se. 
We decide to speak in a certain language, and select our 
WOl'QS accordingly. The purpose is present in the uh

conscious all the time. especially in the case of foreign 
languages. The process of selection also works un. 
consciously. 

We are thus enabled to think consecutively in one 
language. It is only when difficulties present themselves. 
when we cannot think of the word, that the other language 
te;nds to make its presence felt. 

The mothertongue we know best; the words have 
already become very strongly associated with the mean
ing; in fact they have become a very important element 
in the idea, because they are always reproduced in 
consciousness to represent the idea .. The words of the 
other language have not entered so prominently into the 
constitution of the idea or meaning, and hence the 
selective process of the mind has to be specially active 
to reproduce them. Often we are ignorant of the foreign 
word for the idea. and are unaccustomed to the manner of 
arrangement of the ideas and thoughts. The consequence 
18. as most of us have experienced, that when a foreign 
language is spoken, we have to listen very carefully to 
make out the sounds and follow the meaning. It is wo,rse 
still if we try to express our thoughts by means of this 
new medium. The less familiar we are with a language 
the more must we concentrate our attention on the forms 
of the words or language, that is, on the medium of 
expression, with the result that the subject matter Call 

only receive very little attention. 
In the next chapter we shall go fully into this matter, 

and bring in some evidence to show how our thought is 
affected by use of a foreign language as medium 0'£ 
expreSSIOn. 
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PAR~ It .INDii:{t.cr RELATION. 

CHAPTER, II.1. 
. H o'W thc" Use 'oj (JJ F ore~gn, M ediurt! a#ects Thought. 

No·wthat we know what thought is, and what part 
language plays in the process . o·f "thinking, we shall pro
ceed to examine how . the use of a. foreign medium in 
~ducation affe·cts thought and mental developn:tent.' We 
name' this se~~nd part"Indirect· Relatio~n." ~ca:use 'we 
~~ going' te;> e"~mine how the foreign medium . affects 
p'erc~ptjon,- iatigue,_~nterest\ etc., an~ how-through these? 
it affects·thought; . 

J., perc~piion. 
, . . ! 

If we speak about th~ perception afa word. it implies 
that we already 'have 'som~ associationsin-connection with 
the word. and. that these ~ssociations are unconsciously 
pI:~s~nt. If this were not thecas~~ we should .. merely 
have a sensation of' the.word,TI)e more associations we 
have -in eo,nnection with a word arid the stronger they' 
are; in other words; the nio·re' familiar' we are with a . . ". . . " '. 

word, ,the' easier will' it be for us to recognise it.· "Th. e . '. . '. 

amount ri,f sensory . stimuli necessary 'foaro,use perception 
b~cQmes less and l~ss'withti~e/" ~r·rather, with abe,t~er 
~cquaintljlnce: "'In' readi~g' we at 'first .per~eive minute 
differences between words and 'letters, ,but with, practice 
a mere ,gh~stly oU,t1ihe afa "\Vorctis sufficient to' give us 
the. meaning:"J)W~_alwayshave to li~lgera little over 
anunfaUliliar word, while we, just glance:· Over a' familiar 
one~ If'a" slight .alteration be made in 'a familiar word,_ 
we often' de) not:·~otice' it,' So· Pillsbury fo-und that if he 
~howed ih~-,word ·· .. f~Uy·· -fo~ ~~. brief. interval .o{ time, 
~fter ~ho,wing 'a· few wo,rds e~ding in ly; it w~s 'usually 
read 'as "folly;"" the 'apperception maSs,..·. or' grot!P of 
assoCiaiionsi'$ so. strong . that it, makes Us interpret our 
sensa.tio,nwrongfy . 
~ . . - - -

.. l) Chap .. onP.ere~ption -in Hlbf! Men!!)1 and Physical 
Life of Sch00!, Children.'· (Sandiford). " 
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.• A foreign langu~e is more slowly perceived than 
one's native' tongue~ Cattel1. experimenting on himseI£. 
found that reading as quickly as possible. the following 
times. given in thousandths of il second. were necessary 
for the' perception of each word: 

English '" - ... ... 138 
French ......... 161 
German ......... 250 
Italian ... . .. ... 321 
Latin ... '" '" ... 434 _ 
Gre.ek '" ... .., 484." I) 

This. of course refers to visual perception. but the 
same applies to auditory perception. When we first hear 
a foreign language. we cann:ot distinguish any words. 
'"The whole thing seems. in the worcls of James; to be 
just • one great blooming. buzzing confusion.' out- of which 
the separate words emerge only aher many experiences 
of them. And many observers maintain that ~n listening 
to a speech in the mother tongue. we do not hear the 
whole of the sound8"'made. We perceive vague '~lurred' 
sounds and fill in the meanings from past experiences."2) 
When in a foreign country .we at first do not 
distinguish any separate words; afterwards we . know 
two or three, and then it becomes easier to distinguish 
and recognise. One can then often infer the mean
ing from one or two words. In Belgium " man 
explained to me in rather fluent French which turning I 
had to take. \Vhen he had finished explaining., it suddenly 
occured to me that he had mentioned the words •• deux 
femmes." From these two words I could infer that I had 
to tum where two ladies~ere walking. The more familiar 
one is with a language and with the speaker. the easier 
it is to perceive the words and follow the meaning. 

How will this affect ~ducation through a foreign; 

I) Olap. on Association in "The Mental and Physical 
life of School Olildren to (Sandif~rd).-

. 2) Chap. on. "The Development of language in 
Children in Physical Life of School Children (Sandiford). 
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m~dium, At· the beginning the child will certainly 
have to ,pay more attention to the perception of the 
words ~han he would if his mother tongue was used. 
Consequently less ·.attention can be be$towed upon the 
subject matter. 

What ·happens 'later? If the child continues .to have 
his education through the other tongue, he will soon per
ceiv'e the words. especially . the written ones. more easily 
than those of hiSi mother tongue~ But would he not ha,ie 
perceived the words of his mother-tongue still better if he 
ha~ received his ed~Fation through it as medium ?\ We are 
inclined to think that.,he would. The difference. how
ever. would bot have been s~ great as one might imagine • 

. for we us,e a great many set phrases arid words over an" 
Qver again in differertf connections, and it is just at inter
vals that less common words and unknown words are 
jntrodu~ep; at least this is .the '~se in the higherdasses. 

It is clear that our study, will be affected; we shall 
have to 'pay more attention ~o the 'Words in order to per
ceive.' to recognise them-: consequently less' attention can 
be aevo~ed ~o, the subject rriatter~ . This ~ll. affect our 
reading "too. W f! shall have to attend closely to the written 
forms; "'the meanings -will have to! be neglected. There 
wiD, be a tendency to read 'Words. without following the 
meaning: 

2. . Strength .arzd. Variety oj Associations. 
There seems to 'be an -'infinite number of associations 

pr~settt in th~ rn4td. Each idec1, as ~e have ~een. con
sis~ of ~ -gro.U:p of aSSociations. and ideas are again 
~ssccjatecl together· t9 fO'fIll larger groups.Th~re are two 
kinds 'of a~ociations:, (I). between the word and the 
m(:'aning, which it represents, and (2) between different 
worCls < and roe~ings. . The (irat depends very largely on 
'o~r familiarity· with the language. ' It is essential that the 
. ~orcls which ~ept~sent the idea~~ shall be very strongly 
associated with them. in fact shall. be the most prominent 
~ssociat:io'risin the ideas •. Now it is"~vident that the words 
of the :~~her-ton~e are most strongly- associated· with 
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the idea. The less acquain~ed we are with a language, 
the weaker are the .associations. Dr. How:e explains 
how Laura Bridgman, when leaming~the deaf and dumb 
language "labo.ured for' a long time J,mder a difficulty 
like that experienced by persons learning a foreign 
language; she had to make an effort 'to recall the sign 
with which she was to associate 'an i.dea; but now the 
association is not only spontaneous and immediate. but. 
as with others. apparently necessary." I) We find that 
the associations pf the ideas ,with the words are stronger 
in the mother-tongue. even if the other tongue was used 
as medi~. In South Africa I performed a few reactio" 
time experiments on Afrikaan~-8peaking University 8t~
dents, who had practica.lly all their education- through the 
medium o,f English, but have mainly used Afrikaans for 
all purposes outsIde the school. . 

1Jte time taken ,to 'respond to the 'stimulus dep,ends 
(I) On the perception of t~e word. useq as stimulus. (2) 
on its association With its meaning (3) on their .associaton 
with another w9rd,,ilnd its meaning; (4) on the expression 
of this won]. . . 

Reaction Time Experiment. I made two kinds qf 
tests: 

(a) Opposites ~ te$t: I give a word. and the subject 
has t(\ give its appoSite. e,g. 

high ..... low 
cold ...... hot· 

strong .. · ... weak etc; 

(b) Fourth proportioncrl: l give three words and the 
~bject then has' to give a fourth. which stands in the 
same relation to the thi~d. as the second does to the first. 

e.g. grass: green: snow: white. 
sword ; steel : boots: leather. 

Then I m~as~e the reaction time. that' is, th~ time 

I) Laura Bridgman (Maud Howe & Floren¢e Howe 
Hall). 
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t~t elapses between,t4e giving Qf the word, and the 
amwering ,thereof. 

In 'e~ch case I used about J 5 English arid 15 Afrikaans 
words. To make' $ure tb~t' the words, of one languag~ 
were" of ~esaine standard as' tho'se of anothet, I ;someM 

times 'used. their translations. r chose no, teehnicalwords, 
only those that wou.~d be, used 'in ordinary conversation. 

The results were as Jollo,ws :-

I Averag,e reaction I 
tl~e. 

Mistakes % I ~o Answer % 

Subject. Af:ikaans! E~ghSh"I.A,frikaans ,English" IAfrika~BI English. 
• ) C 

1 1'36 sec, 1'51,sec, 0% 4,0% 0% 2'0% 
'2 :V12 ['69 2'0 6'0 2'0 o· 
3 1'03 140 0' 2'0 4'0 8'2 
4 1"41 1'01 0' 0' 3'8 ' 4'2 
5 106 1"19 0- 0' 0' 8'3 
/) .1'20 ,1.-26 ' 36 8'3 7'1 '12'6 
7 1'18 1'25 4: 0' 4'2 11'5 
8 1'02 '~9, 0' 0' 

, 
8'7 3'8 

9 1;~7 '1-44 4'2 8'0 0' 120 

In the case of perso'ns 1.,2, 3, 5,6, 1, 9 who are all . 
, ,AfrikJlans: spe:,aking hut have had thefr education through 
'the mediwn ci English, we, have shorter reaction times, 
Jess mistakes, and. ,fewer wordlt unanswe~ed when Mi

'kaan$l is Used, Nuniher'8 is ,an excep'tion,and number 4 
'usualiy ~peaks, £nglish at home' and lives iIi English sur
roundings, andihpsalso' thiriksmore quickly' in his 
mother.longue. _' 

The test also proves how q~ickly one goes from one 
langUag~ to' the other, usually from the other tongue to 
,th~mother-,tongue,':when the right word does not suggest, 
itseH at once. for imtance ·'mak." Afrikaans for ,"tame" 
w~thbught o,f as, the: ~'Pposite 'o,f • 'Wild,."' "'f1uk~"; (in

,dustriQusfas the opposite of '~Iazy," and "stadig" (slow) 
~ ,the opposite - of ~:' quick, 01 while in the case of the} 
'}:.nglisli speaki~g' subject' ukoud" (cold) suggested "coat," ' 
) One often noticf!s the weakn~s of associations, when 
a foreign' langUage is the medium, by th~' wro,ng use of 
w~rdSl~ (a) Sometimes the' idea is definite and cI~ar, but 
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the word which should express it, is unfamiliar, and then 
a similar word is very often used. So, for -instance, a 
little child in Wales wrote "outmanured" for U out_ 
manouvered."" while another. reciting "The Village 
Schoolmaster," said that "e'en though vanished, he could 
argue still." (b) At other times the -word is there. but 
the meaning attached to it is vague and indefinite, or 
quite unknoWn. So one little child. on being questioned 
why he was so late, answered "1 am dead on the road. "I) 
His little siste~. who was present. suppOrted this state
ment. When questioned in W dsh. it was discovered 
that he had felt ill along the road. The meaning, attached 
to the word "dead" included much more than it should 
have done. In one class an extract was read from a 
newspaper about an alligator at the 'zoo. The following 
sentence occurred: .. the cold froze his ardour." Nearly 
all the children concluded that- "ardour" was ~ome part 
of the body. (c) sometimes it may happen that both the 
idea and the word are known, but they are not associated 
together very strongly; the word is not yet a prominent 
association in the 'klea.' Very often we cannot think of 
the right word to express our idea; another word is sug
gested, but it does not satisfy us; it does not exactly 
represent the idea. One day. trying to think of a certain 
word, 1 was unable to do so. The word "protagonist" 
suggested -itself, but it was not the exact word for which 
I was looking. Afterwards somebody used the word 
"exponent," and I at once recognised it a~ the right 
word. -

An examiner of Training tollege students in South 
Africa told me that on- marking certain papers. he was 
led to suspect that some of the candidates had not ex
pressed exactly what they meant. They were Afrikaans 
speaking students and had written through the medium 
of English. On questioning them in the "viva voce"" 
examination, his suspicion was confirmed. In their h.~ 

I) Evidence of Mr. B. G. Evans before the Royal 
Commission on "Education (1886-1887). 
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they could not always find the right words, and 80 had 
to express· their thoughts in language that more or less 
suggested the meaning. We notice at on~e what a strong 
motive this fact is for learning things by heart. in other 
words for :'parrot work. ,. 

We find these phenomena in the use of our mother 
language as well, but in the use of the .second language 
they are Ear more frequent. , . 

It is evident from the experiment and the above 
examples that we think more quickly and easily in the 
mother tongue, even though much time and eff~rt was 
spent on mastering the other.· Mr. Barrow says that in 
India "quite a large proportion even of those who have 
spent six years at colleges. still express themselves with 
great difficulty in English, and often commit gross gram
matical blunders." I) Hence thought. which is so largely 
dependent on language will be adversely affected, ana. 
the child's intellectual development win proceed more 
slowly. 

3. IntereSt and Attention. 

Interest and. attention are usuaJly so closely connected 
that we shall ttea"t them together. The one is ustiany 
accOmpanied by the other. The more weare interested 
in anything, ~e more, dosel:r ~e attend to it. "But 
the same cannot be said.bf the converse of this proposi
tion-that attention is always accompanied by interest, 
nor is it univers~ny true that the ~eater the attention. 
the greater the interest." 2) Altention to a subject, how
ever, will usually cauSe us to beco~ interested in it. 
Standiford hold~ that "pemlanent interests are only. 
developed tinder the stress of voluntary ,attention." 3) 

1) Medium of Instruction in ''The Report of Calcutta 
Univ. Commis~ion (1917-1919). 

2) . Elements of Psychology (Mellone & Drummond). 

3) The Meritaland .Physical Life of School Children 
(S~ndiford) Chap. ·xiii. 
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In interest the feeling element predominates. "In
terest is a feeling of pleasurable (or painful) excitement. I) 
Attention again is predominantly conative~ Stout main
tains that • atte'lltionis the essential form of all mental 
activity." 2) It is selective activity: it "serVes to make 
a sensation (or any psychical phenomenon) a prominent 
and for the moment a supreme element in the stream of 
consciousness .. 3) When, for instance', we pass a shop 
window, aIr image of the whole falls on our eye; some
thing special attracts our attention: this alone is brought 
into clear consciousness, ·into the focus of consciousness. 
The other ~bjects mainly add their share to the total 
impression. If we attend to a thing, we thereby bring it 
clearly into consciousness, keep it there, and are thus 
enabled to famili~rise ourselves with it. 

The value of interest and attention for the teacher 
is obvious. "No part of the mental mechanism is thus of 
more practical ,interest I to the teacher than the process of 
attention." I) "It has been Jecognised Jor many years 
that: the question of interest is one that is of great import~ 
ance for the teacher ...... children will work well at things 
that-interest them. and very baclly at things .that have 'no 
interest. ,. 3) 

Interest and attention depend very largely on already 
existing groups of associations. If we can. tack. a new idea 
on to a strong group of .associations its survival value is 
immensely increased: we 8lso tend to notice only those 
things which are connected with strong associatiops. For 
instance. if a farmer, a botanist"and a geologist pass over 
the same ground they will notice- totally different' things. 
The farmer will say that the fields are excellent for graz
ing or ploughing purposes,the botanist· will examine 
various kinds of weeds and plants, . and perhaps can our 
attention to some very insignificant looking plant-a plant 
which is neW to him, but of special interest because he 

1) Teacher;s Handbook of Psychology. (Sully). 
2) Manual of Psychology (Stout) 
3) Psycho-analysis in the Oass Room. (Green). 
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g~ologist will .hardly notice the plants; he will' look at 
tlleki~d of sto;nes,the' formation of the mountain. and 80 

on. 

When a child comes' to school, we should try and 
make use ~r the interests ~ndassociations that have aI
~eady bee~ formea. Be already has a number of language 
asspciations·, a.nd a store of knowledge. obtained through 
this l.anguage ana ass()ciatep. with it. The natural method 
would be to make use of theseassodations and interests, 
and :not .to. start at once with a new language and new 
subject matter. This fact lias given us such maxims as 
··proceed· fro'In the knoWn to the unkrtown" and "it is 
~ong to; teach the unkno,wn: through, t~e medium of that 
whiclt is, equally unknown...... Beginners: should at first 
practise on material that is familiar to them. For example. 
when a' polis}t1;loy js learning to read o,rto write his 
letters. ,he should not :be taught to do· so' from a hlok 
written in Lati~, Greekpr Arabic. b~t' from one written 
in his own language, that. 'he may understand what he 
is doing." 1) 

How ddes the us~' of a. foreign medium affect the 
pioc'ess o'f thinking ~ It' is evjdent that when we are' un
familiar with, the medium . of expression aJ}d' to some 
extent o,f th.oug:ht; we shall have to pay ~pecial attention 
.to'language, Flndhence l~ss to' the subject matter. We 
tons~abtly meet with language . difficulties. 'have to.attend 
to them: very carefully until the 'difficulty is overcome, 
then we can resume ~UJ:' b:ain . of thought. Our thought 
will' con~equeJ.ltIy 'Pe rather . disconnected and our interest 
will teJ.ld to' flag. for it largely depends on our being 
aple to' _,attend Jlrilnte!1'llptc~dI:Yt!J' the subject matter. 

_~maarly)1 we .read o·r ,listen to something which is
oeipg 'expressedthrou'gh a foreign medium. we have to' 
atte-rid :verY carefully' in order (1) to perceive the words 
(~) to. ~ssociate thei~ meanings with· them ~nd (3) to fol1ow 

1) The Gre'at DidaCtic of Comenius '(Keatinge). 
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the meaning of the whole. This is ~de difficuh by a 
different order of the words. and also by the fact that 
some unknown word~ occur, and we have to attempt to 
infer their meaning from the rest of the'sent~ce. The 
result is that we are Unable to follow the whole argument, 
much less to examine and criticise it. 

Practical experience bears ou~ this fact; teachers and 
inspectors have emphasised its great importance. The 
Toronto education department, however, thinks other
wise, namely "that-the interest in the involved medium 
and the necessity of paying attention more stnctly to the 
fortos of an alien language tend to fix ideas in the child's 
mind with a special vivacity which is absent when ideas 
are communicated in the mothe;-tongue. These con
siderations make up largely for any supposed handicap. ,. 
J am not over confident that any special interest attaches 
to a foreign language. when that is u$e'd as medium. 
While the argument that when we have to attend closely 
to the language forms. the subject matter -will be better 
remembered. seems -illogical. It' is evident that the more 
attentioI\ we lbe~tow on the language fo-rms the less can 
we bestow on the subject matter: Th~ attention has to 
"oscillate" between the language and the subject matter. 
instead of being focussed mainly on the latter. 

As we mentioned above. experience tends to support 
our view. So Mr. Loraro writes; "The serious elimina
tion of pupils from native schools and the high percentage 
of failures in the aepartmental examinations are largely 
due to the insistence upon English as, the medium. Pupils 
who fail at the Inspector's examination are naturally in
clined to leave school, while _ even those ~ho. survive 
become ·tlrecl: of a curriculum which, because of its 
reference to foreign things in a language imperfectly 
understOO<l, makes no appeal to them:' I) 

In a questionnaire. which I sent to various teaChers 
who have had practical experience of bilingual educa-. . . " 

1) The Education of the South African Native (C. T: 
-~ram). 
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tion difficUltIes, I, aSked ~he question "How does a. £orei~ 
mediiun'affe'ctinterest and attention~" 

(I) Of the teachers in South' Africa 40. answered that 
th¢, ,children shq-wed more interest 'when the moth~r
language was the medium; a few had no experience of 
thel matter, .but n~' O'Ile maintained that they were moce 
intereste,d when the other tongue'was theinedium .. I 
woulcl just 'liketo, quote ~ few typical . answers. 

"'They certainly a,e moreU;1te'r~sted, they follow the. 
ide'asmore easily, ,and. ~re .then beUeT able to assimilate 
them to tqeir past experie~ce," 

.. It is certain' that they shor-' more interest. Speak 
Engli~h -or Netherlandish, and he merely. stares at you, 
Speak Afrikaans and his' eyes sparkle like those of a 
snake; he smiles and sits -up~ight. ' You clearly see th~ 
interest when you us~ Afrika~ns. by .thel n~ber of' ques
tiol1&,. that are put to yo,u. They all ,want to take part in 
the lesson by teJIirig' their' own experi~nces, with the 
l'esulttha,t you often have .to ctY, ~haIt J' and tell them 
that we cah sing together but cannot all speak at the 
same time,;' 

··NatUr~ny. For instarice,to take History through 
the medium of Englisb-say. in St. VI-is almost a hope-
I' . k t. . . 
e~s, tas .' . 

"MQthe,r~language explanation is more,. natural. and 
therefore mOre comprehensible and interesting." 

I'may ,add' that my 'own experience supports this 
view. I gave triathemati~s to an Afrikaans speaking class 
through 'the Itlt~dium offutglish. If I insisted on,English. 
~ \ ' , . 

J:he children usually remained quiet; while if I allowed 
them, to express themselves in Afrikaans using the English 
technical' ~ames.' ,they aske'a all ~o'rts of. questions. and 
,answered, ttlO~t freely. They would for-, ihstance say 
··Meneer .ek kan my 'figure' 'me reg kry nie; moet dit nie 
"~ ····fig-ht a~gled triangle'\vees 'nie'?,' and so on~ By 
heing ,ab.letq . t\ak~' mc)reactive part -in the lesson, they 
naturally e~hibitedmore intereSt too; and were 'all, atten-
(I 'I 

ti()n,' - . 
. (2) The maj9rty of the teachers' in Wales who answered 

.1 . 
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my questionnaire atP'eed ~hat interest and attention were 
more easily sustained when the mother-language was the 
medium .. Some, however, did not quite &glee with this, 
and held that it depended largely on the teaching. So 
one man writes: "In the hands of a competent teacher it 
should rather improve than dimillish both, Jor children 
have a natural and healthy ambition for acquiring new 
grounds." . 

If the second language was the only "new lP'0und" 
with which the child came in contact, and which he had 
to cover, there might be some truth in the statement. 
But if the child is introduced to any new subject maUer, 
and if he can be made to take an intelligent interest in 
that work, which is not included under the heading of 
'Second language study,' then he wi~ot- want to be 
bothered with the' inevitable language difficulties of a 
foreign medium. He will then want to satisfy his curiosity 
8!t quickly as possible and w;U become impatient when 
language difficulties interfere. If the problem or subject 
matter is not straightforward, but requires a lot of atten
tion and thought, .,and if, in addition to tllis we have 
serious difficulty with our medium of communication, 
and. in fact, of thought itseU. and SO have to withdraw 
~ome . of our attention to overcome the language dif· 
ficulties. we may find the task too difficult. and so give 
it up in despair. And this is what often does happen, 
with the result that the children are led to do parrot work., 
They cannot follow the thread .of the r..rgument in the 
other tongue medium without great effort, so they give it 
up, and try to learn it off by heart, without thoroughly 
understanding i~ 

Some of the . teachers toJd me that they often started 
to give a lesson. say on Geography, jn English. Nter a 
time they would notice that the attention was beginning 
to flag. If they'then changed over to Welsh as medium, 
a sigh of relief seemed to go round. There would be 
renewed interest and attention. This fact I noticed my· 
self. In one class two little English giTls' se~med I to he 
far brighter and more interested than the others. Suddenly 
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the medium was 'c;:hanged .. Then most of the others 
seer:p.ed to wake up, arid show a lively interest. 

(3) From India 'We get' the same evidence: "A lesson 
appeals more to the head and heart of a boy, and, thus 
becomes more effective when it is conveyed through a 
medium - in . whichth~ b()y is fitted, by tradition and 
environment, to express his own thoughts, otherwise 
education becomes parrot-like cramming rat~er than: in
telligent understanding.'" (Datta). ..It. 'becomes very, 
profitable and interesting if lectures are deiivered in the 
vernacular rather than In Engli~h." I) (Das Gupta). 

(4) Mr. Mennekens (Belgium) writes "That the 
students of average ability, who form the large majority. 
are better able to rnailljmlate (verwerktm) the subject 
matter and to t1lk~ an intelligent interest in theiJ lessons. 
when the subject matter is presented to them in their 
own language, and they have no need first of an to' 

-struggle with the word; which must open th~ way towards 
knowledge." 2) 

If we wish to get the children to take a keen interest 
in the subject matter, and not ~ereJy in the language . 
forms, and if wew'ant tbemto atten-d closely, we shali 
evidently gain much by e~ploying the children' s horne-
language as the me~i~m of instruction. The mother
tongue is ce~ainly a valuable aid towards maintaining 
interest and attention, even though ,it is by no means 
the' only con~ition. --

4. 'Fatigue. 

. We saw that conation plays a very important part in 

. thinking, especially in constructive thinking'. There is a 
selective' activity whidt largely regulates I what win come 
into consciousness. A number of assQciations arise, and 

I) The Medium.' of h~struction-Calcutta Univ. Re-
port. (1917-'919). _ 

2) Nota betreffende'riet Onderwys in de Tweede
Taal in de Lagere...Scholen. te S.~]. Molenbeek. (Menne
kens)~ 
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this activity determines which will come, into conscious
ness, or rather which shall not come into c~nscious~ess. 
Fatigue is probably caused by thia selective activity. 
The process of attention is essentially one of conation. pf 
selective activity. It is thus closely connected with fatigue. 
In fact, by measuring II a childs power of attention both 
in a short and in a more prolonged effort. as attending 
to a series of syllabic sounds, I. on~ can form ., a rough 
c:lue to differences of brain energy," J) that is, of menta} 
endurance. Concentrated attention results in fatigue. and 
fatigue makes any duration of prolonged concentrated 
attention impossible. The less interesting the subject 
matter is. the greater is the. effort required to keep on 
attending to it. and to prevent more interesting associa
tions from coming into consciousness. If then. as we 
proved before. the use of a foreign medium adversely 
affects interest and attention. it will .note easily cau'se 
fatigue to set in. 

In' using a foreignmediwn, we noticed that.we had 
to pay careful attention to the 'medium as well as to the 
subject matter. There is a continual "oscil1ation'" or 
alternation C?f attention betwe,en the two. This requires 
a great deal of concentration. of selective .activity· in con
nection with some end which we have in view. and this. 
as is evident. requires much mental effort. and leads to. 
fatigue. "The fitful alternation of attentiveness and in
attentiveness (that is attention to something else) may 
continue until fatigue and tedium cau!!e' the task to be 
abandoned. "2) 

Everyone who has done any hard thinking, knows what 
the effects of fatigue are and how it makes o~ thinking 
much less effective. As soon as fatigue s~ in. a child's 
mind begins to wander; he is unable to concentrate his 
attention: on the subject in hand. In effective concentrated 
attention we keep the end in view: but as soon as we 
are· fatigued. we cannot select in accordance with the 

. ,I) Teacher's Handbook of Psychology (Sully).· 
2} Manual of ,Psychology (Stout). 
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end. but attend' to anything that. comes into our mind; we 
have 'Iaig~lylost 'our ability to guide our· thought. .oIn 
~tates of extreme f~tigUe the niind loses the power of 
'concentration on a distant end, and attention returns to 
each single :'Bct as it is carried out. We must all be 
familiar with the c~mditiQn in which. after hard and fatigu
ing work, we suddenly become cons_cio1,Js of every move
ment we make. the pressure of our feet on the ground. ' 
the, turning, o·f a doo~ handle. the noise of the fire. a~d 
sa on; The se'quence of acts no longer matteTS, nor even' 
in many cases their nature:') 

Fatigue iestshave proved that when fatigued, our 
thinking is much less effective. W1:: 'are more liable to_ 
make. errors; while we .tend to work. much more slowly. 2) 
AI~, our. ability to memorise is adver~ly affected. 

But besicJ.es t4ese immediate effects. ther~ is a much 
more serious. one, namely:, that on nealth. A headache 
is 'Usually the first .effect; but Jf not careful. we may end 
by having' a nervo'~ breakdown. "NeTVOUS breakdown 
is no,w,knoWn: to· oc~ur ,as 'the result. of' too long and 
severe an application to! mental work, more particularly 
under the artificial stimulus of our examination system. • '3) 
W fj must be, speciall~ careful not to cOljltinue overstrain
ing chiJdren "during the periods of mOre rapid growth. -3) 
fot then: : the progresS of physical growth .asa whole is 
lia"le . to ,be ohstr:ucted. ff 3) As a ,rule children do not 
take their s~udi.es so' SerioUsly that these results' follow; 
but. there ar.e cases. in which they 'study too hard and 
overstrain themselves: and it is much easier to' do so when 
th~ir: insln;lction, is' given tbr9ugh the medium of a language 
withw'hich.they '~e nqt '\rery familiar. Practical experience 
stro,ngly supports our Views. 

1) The New Psychology and its Relation to Life 
(Tansl~y). ", 

, 2) Expeririie,ntalpsychQJogy -and' Educat~on (Valen
tine). "See Fatigu¢ p:. 153. 

3) Te~cher's' Handbook. of' 'Psycho16gy (Sully). 
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( I) In answer to inyquestion whether children were 
less fatigUed wheQ the mother tongue was the medium. 
I received a number of -answers from South Africa. The 
result was as follows I 38 held that fatigue was greater; 
a few held that they had no experience of the question, 
and one answered in the negative. 

The following answers· are interesting. 

"If YQU teach a child. through the medium of some 
other language than tha~ in which .he is accustomed to be 
taught, then his brain has a double work to perform. He 
must perceive or understand what is given, and translate 
into the language with which he is more familiar. Per-
50na11y I have often done it as a student. In Philosphy 
there were certain terms which I understood better m 
Dutch. and to understand clearly what 1 read, I always 
translated those terms when I came across them. That 
this kind of thing must be more fatiguing; is self evident. 
Similarly it must be 'Very fati~ing fo~ the child before he 
has become so familiar with a language that he can follow 
iL without translation. This is proved by the fact that an 

_ English child always shines in a mixed class in which 
English is the medium. ,. 

"Certainly, ~eause when a foreign language is used 
as medium. the children cannot give their whole atten
tion to the subject that is -being treated, as they must 
continually pay attention to the language.· .. 

\ 

"Yes, especially in scientific subjects. Things are 
understood more easily and more tho~ughIy, and there 
is no necessity always to learn by heart notes that are 
not dearly understood; With the mother-tongue as medium 
they can reason, because they l,Ulderstand the words they .. use. 

(2) In Wales I asked the question whether the use of 
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the-seconcllanguage unduI)rfatigu~d the children. Opinion 
wa~ about equally ·d~vided. IIi several schools it was held· 
that- if En~;lish was used as the sole mediUm. it might be 
fatiguing, but Welsh· was also tised~ and thus prevented 
undue fatigue.. A skilful arrangement of the ti.me-table 
also preve~ted fatigu:e from -setting in. So one teacher 
held that ~~if us~d .rignt through; it would be fatiguing. 
In this sc'hool, however,. thi~ does not happen, because i.E 
fa~igu.e sets in a.nd attention begins to wander. the te~er 
drops int.o Welsh." '. 

In Wales I applied one or two fatigue tests. The 
class w~s Iirst divi~eq jnto two equal sections ofabo,ut 
e9~r merit; the one 'section' had to. write in English. the 
other. in Welsh. Then 19-ave them two, or three subjectS, 
.and t~ey .had: to' write on each of them. Before 'they 
started~ however, I I~t them cancel letters. for say Z 
minuteS'; I had prepare·d typ~d sheets of capital lett~rs, 
and'let them ~nceI two at a.time, say all the K's and T's. 
After about an hour's essay writing, they again had to 

cancel letters for about the same tim.e. As concentrated , , 

attentiQn 'is required for this kind of work, fatig\te! easily 
.shows itself by sl~wer work and more errors. We naturally 
expect them to' cancel- more quickly the second time due 
to1:hei practice they have had in it, . But this is a constant 
'factor.- The'o.n1y variabi~ fa~tor is the one ~f fatigue. So 
if the~me section sho,ws less increase in the number of 

. f ,. . 

letterscanceUed. that -Bection has' evidently been more 
fatigued. 
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The result of the test was as follows:

Fatigue Test. (TIlDe I hr. for Essay); 

I Welsh Essay. 
I No. of letters 

J. A, Brynsiencyn. 

I 
English Essoy. -

No~of letters ~celled. 
Be/ore I After 

27 I 19 
30 32 

I cancelled. Std. 

Before A/teT 

1 il ~ IV 
I 
! 

I 
Total 57 61 

Increase 
- -.'- --- --. ----. -- - _ .. 

24 . 
43 
36 
24 

Total 127 
Increase 

42 
48 
36 
26 

I 152 
19.7% 

I 
I 
I 

i 
I _._ .. _---_._--_ .. - -----

II. At Bethesda. . .. 

25 I 28 
20 25 
15 I 16 
25 I 23 29 24 

Total 114 116 
1.7% Increase 

.- - .. -.- - ----. --.- ~--- ._--- -- - ---
Sum Total 298 329 ' 
Increase 10.4% 

45 . 50 

29 
30 
21 

70 

11.1% 

43 
40 
23 

I 106 
51.4% 

24 

v 

20 
26 32 VII 

46 I 56 
21.7% 

J61 212 
31.6% 

These experiments are ~oo few to afford absolute 
proof: hut at least they seem to point in the direc
tion we anticipated. namely that those who wrote 
in their home-language 'YtOuld be less fatigued. and con·
sequently would show more improvement in cancellation. 
At UanEair P.G. 1 did the same experiment .. hut it proved 
a failure. I started too late. about 1 hr. before time; the 
children were having an afternoon party just aher school. 
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and wer~ in 'felll' of being late. Consequently they wrote 
'vety little. 'The Tesult is as 'we would apeet, namely 
abc',ut- the saIlie increase, 30.4% for those whO' wrote in· ' 
English and ~ 1.46%, for those who wrote' i~ Welsh. ' 

The time was too short and ther work too little to
cause, any 'SJppreciable fati~e. 

(3) India. 

The folio~ing are, som~ of 'the views" from India. J) 
If the vernacular becOmes themeclium. "the strain upon 
the student will be 'less $evere. and he 'may he able to 

make better progress both in regard' to' the, command of 
English and in regard too real kno'wledg~ of the other 
,subjects of, instruction." 

"If, in additiO'n, boys ;u-e ~compelled to' expresS them
selves in, a langucige which. at their age, they can only 
~mperfectly le~rn, a stupendous Waste- 0'/ energy' is in· 
evitable in the attempt to get the right expression. The 
result is,diSsipation o,f energy; ,and what should ,have been 
uti~sed in assimilating ideas, is spent in picking-up the 
form.'" " 

For an 'Oriental ':the English language is very difficult 
to acquire ...... " .. and this involves an enormoUSi and un· 
n~esscuY strain on'the faculties of the learners." 

"Great injustice has SO' long heen done to our students. 
their ,valuable tini~ most unhe'cessary" lost, their brains 
~d physicaisystems -un~sely and cruelly taxed, and in 
many cases,altogetherrui~ed. by making English, the 
, Ined~t.m:l." , 

VIe ca~ ,quite wen imagine th~ difficulties of an Indian 
_ with En~li'sh., iNo-t only has he verY liule opportunity 

c:>f he'aiing or speaking it out of doors, for there ,are
relatively,' very few Englishmen. but ,the F.nglish language 
,is se;; entirely' djfferent ,to his, home language. and con
~equently much. m~re difficult to master. Add to this the 
fact thai inuch.'ot the subject ~atter is foreign. is Western, ' 

: 1) See Me~iuin of Instruction in "The Calcutta Univ.' 
C()mmis~io~ (1917~l919):' 
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and consequently is difficult to follow and makes little 
appeal to them. and we are not surprised at" the above 
views .. 

(4) Poland. 

This fatigue element is also very strongly emphasied 
by the Secretary o·f Education in Poland. 

Before the war Poland was divided into three divisions. 
namely German Poland. Russian Poland and Austrian 
Poland. In German Poland the Polish langu~ was 
ex~luded from teaching in the schools. and even its use 
in the playground was not pemrltted. In Russian Poland 
the Russian language was the only medium of instruction. 
the Polish language being however. taught as an optional 
subject. From '1904 Polish could 'be used as ll)edium 
during the fjrst year' of the elementary school. 1111 Austrian 
PolMd there was no difficulty; Polish. was the medium 
of instruction. . 

"The pedagogical outcome of this system was 
evidently the. worst imaginable. The years ·the child 
spends in the lower classes of the elementary school are 
of the utmost importance fot his whole future intellectual 
developm~nt. In this period of life the child should' be 
taught with much irea.ter care than in any other. to ob
serve. to draw coi'tdusioDs from his. observations and 
generally to think. :This is an extremely complicated 
problem ...... Now it is obvious that the instruction in a 
foreign language in the elementary school "makes the 
problem still more complicated and difficult. almost hope
less. and bears with it two results •. 'one of which is, .that 
"the child is greatlf oversqalned in ,the age when any 
overstrain is of a fatal infIuen-=e upon his physical as well 
as psychical abilities; ..... The higher classes of the SOciety 
of other parts of Poland endeavoured as far as possible. 
to org~nise in secret a private education for their children 
in order. to avoid the bad consequ~nces of the neglecting 
of the mother-tongue in the primary schools~ In the 
secondary schools in Russian as well as. i'n Geiman' Poland 
the youth organised secret s~cieties for self-education. 
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where all, w~rk for < developmen~ of' mind and character 
of the child Was concentrated.' The' result oJ this state' of 
things was the overstrainoLthe child. the' apolishment of 
any' influ~nce .o.f the teacher upon the pupils and the 
ha.tred against the school. A great' many pupils left the 
schdolwith the nerves., overstrained and Jack o,fenergy. It-

Ove,strain . does .. often take place, but it is not as 
common as one might be led to imagine; as 'some teac4ers 
me'ntio.ne~, a judicjomly arranged time-table, good 
metho·cIs of teaching, and some use of the mQther· tongue 
at times tend to lessen it. But be~ides these, there is 
another facto,l', which ~,ften safeguards the child from 
over-fatigue. It is foUhd. that .very often, as soon as a 
child he'comes fatigued, his attention begins to wander 
and this gives' him a rest. Of course he pays for it by 
not being able to' follow the lesson, arid so is at last 
unahle ~o' keep up with the' work, because he 'has not been 
able to' .follow what preceded it; So we find that either 
-hi~ health suffers Qr his educatio.n, or both: 

~, Expre~o'fJi 0/ Tho.ught., 

It is very impol'tant that we sho,uld be able to express 
ourl thoughts as.clearly arid freely as possible. ,It not O'nly 
prevents misunderstanding, but if -we are able to take 

:part freely in discussionS, conversations,' etc., our thoughts 
arei cleared up-, ideas 'are suggested, a.nd' we take a real 
living interest in the matter, mental activity is stimulated. 
Th~;result is ~a. d¢~elop~ent of our rnental, and moral life. 

The 'child must dierefore be enco'uraged to take part in 
conversatio~n.to . ask ques,tions in class and to answer 
freely.' uThe more .c.hanc6 a child has to e~pre8s him
,seif and to' exercise his conversatio'nal powers, the more 
efficient'will'hebecome in . expression, It 1) James holds 
that there is ':~o im:pre~sio,n without expression" and that 
·~the most ,durable impressio!ns ar~ those on account of 
which we' speak or act, or' else ate inwardly convulsed, "'2). 

~ , ./ '. 

J) Unguistk Development and Eclu~ation (O'Shea). 
2) Talks·· to T eachf!rs(William James)" ' 
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in other words language reactions are very important in 
making impressions effective., 

How is the use of a foreign medium going to effect 
expression) Most of us have at some time or other tried 
to express oursel~es in a foreign tongue. "Let an adult 
attempt to express himself upon any familiar subject in 
a foreign tongue of which he' is not thoroughly master. 
and he will show some such confusion and inhibition 88 

does the child who is iust beginning his work in composi
tion.·· J) (O'Shea). If the secona language 'becomes the 
medium it is usualJy not altogether a foreign language. 
but children ~11 certainly express themselves much less 
freely in it. And this is only natural; we saw, in our dis
cussion on associations that the words and expressions 
of the second language were not strongly associated with 
the ideas; hence it would require a: great deal more effort 
to select them. to bring them mto consciousnesS; in some 
cases it would he ,impossible and we would have to 
employ a less suitable word or phrase. 

It follows also that if we show less interest in the~ 
subject matte; and '~ttend less closely to it~ we shall be 
less inclined to ask questions or take part in any discUS: 
Slon. 

We either express ourselves or,aDy or by means of 
writing. We shall now try to supporti our views.. by mean~ 
of evidence and, for this purpose will separate the oral 
from the written expression. There is a great amQunt of 
difference between the two, for in writill2' 'down our 
thoughts we always have more time. Consequently when 
using a foreign medium, we usually find expression by 
means of writing more easy than oral expression. " 

A., Oral ExpreSSl·on. 

(I) South A/rica. 

Although in my questionnaire I had asked no specific 
question in connection with this point. yet many teachers 
have mentioned it in answer to a 'question in which I 
asked them to give any additional information they may 
think ot. They mentioned the fact that when th~ home 



language is Used, the relation between the child and the 
teacher -is' much'mare natural, muCh more free: and con~ 
sequently the. chi~d is less afraid 'to ,sk questions or to 
answer them. .. i At Qnce there is an understanding be
tween the teacher and the child; this causes the work to 
become- more interesting." 

, / -
"It is much easier for the teacher tol educate, i.e. to 

bring out what is in _ the cltild~ when ,he mother tongue 
is used. The 'child ,Can clearly 'put 'his thoughts into 
words, and is not afraid" to say' wh~ he! knows about th~ 
subject. The child is less .res~rved. And besides, the 
child's v;ocabulary is much richer-and every teacher 
knows what 'that means." 

"The children much more freely disclose their dif
fic~lties and thereby make asssistance possible-and thif$ 
is probably the key to the process of intelligently assimilat· 
ingknowledge. For feat of making ,too many language 
rtiistakes, the child remains silent -when a foreign 'medium 
is made use of." - \ 

-"The use of Afrikaans (the mother tongue) does not 
only make it possible for us to, reach the intellect of the 
. child much ~ore easily, but it makes the classes much 
more lively. Questions ar~ asked more freefy, and thoughts 
expressed. " 

"'As regards Afrikaans. the -progress< made seems 
aln1o~t abnormal. ' Th~ children now read more naturally, 
and speak, with much more pleasure, and with less 
reserve; " 

HAIl reserve disappe~rs'- and without the least fear 
the-chiid expresses his 'thoughts," / 

"It is Oft,ena' treat to see ho~ the faces of the 
children ~hange, when: the teacher goes over from English 
to .. AfrikaanS. They are then keen to answer, and all 
-live and enjoy ." - ' 

While teaching 'in South Africa·, this fact, especially 
stni«k me. The childr~n wouJdstart asking me questions 
aboti~ the lesSon in Afrikaans; if I 'then told them to ask 
in English, because, they needed more practice in that, 
and~ould 'be t;!xiimined through that medium, they im· 
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mediat~ly became quiet. or illmost so. The class qecame 
altogether irresponsive. 

2. Wales. 
Opinion on this subject is divided. some maintammg 

that the use of a foreign language makes no difference. 
others hold that it decidedly does so. What I have noticed 
in going about! is that they answer "fairly freely in English. 
when the subject taught is English. and the subject matter 
is simple. Especially the few brighter children will then 
answer with a fair amount of confidence. But when tne 
subject is not English. and the subject matter itself is 
important and requires more thought. there is then le~s 
freedom to asJc and answer questions. and one gets 
practically nothing from the child of average ability or 
less than average ability. In fact I have known cases 
where children prefened to say 'I don't know: when they 
did know, just because they were afraid to answer. I 
could usually notice more liveliness when a change was 
made from the second language to the mother tongue. 

(3) Inaia. I) ., 
"The teachers and taught prefer to speak in Bengali 

in and out of school and. consequenetly. students cannot . 
speak with fluency and cannot eXPTe;s their ideas in cor
rect and grammatical, English:" 

One of two· things happen-either the Bengali has not 
the English vocabulary to express his thoughts. and 
has to limit their expression to his limited vocabulary. 
which gives US no idea of the thoughts in his mind; or we 
have a man with a strong gift of expression and a copious 
English vocabulary who expresses his Bengali soul in 
English words--the choice of 'Yards. the grammatiC'll 
structure is all beyond reproach-but 'we immediately feel 
-this is not English-no Englishman or woman would 
say that-and the thing offe~ds ~ ...... we are suppressing 
the expression of a Bengali soul:' 

1) See Medium of Instruction in Calcutta Univ. Rej 

port. 
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(4) Belgium . 
• 'No., the children dO' nO't readily ask and answer 

questiens. They are forced to' express their feelings and 
thoughts iil"a foreign language. and thus hesitate (aarze
len) more. with questions and answers. There is Jess 
interest; it no longer affects them.'-· . 

·:The system. that. huilds uponl, with French in the 
third and fqurth grades, may give results in general Educa
tion .with good studc;:nts. but leaves" them helpless when 
.they have to' talk on learned topics in their own language. 
They fail in wor~ apd expressions. It is :weJ}.·kno,wn .that 
mllCh 'of the knowledge gained in schools is entirely Jost 
after a few years," ') for they never, can discuss them 
wiJh their own people in thei~ own language. because 
that. has been neglected. 

(5) America. 
The United ~ates have had a little exprerience ef 

foreign' language teaching as a result of the large number 
ef foreign immigrants. A foreign child will perhaps come 
to' schoeL He "thinks .1n ,his native language and is 
utterly cenfoundedat the mysteries attending the per .. 
formance . of the simplest tasks of the American' school .. 
room. Is 'it any wonder that the non~English child sits 
day after day In someschoels refusing to make a seund r' 
Hew must the child be made to take -an active interest in 
the work, and to' get rid of its .. sel£-consciousn~ss, which 
is the greatest obstacle, which the teacher of the non~ 
English child has to overcome~" 2) Let us see what the 
home~langu~ge can dO'. Gilman- relates how the reserve 
'of a little French speaking girHs overcome. "My direct~ 
tesS of clubs speaks-as· she herself says-miserable 
,French, - but at. the first sound ·of something at least 
approaching what the child see.ms to' think is French. t~o 
dancing eyes and' a most cont~gious smile give evidence 

J, 

, ·J)"Nota Betreffende Het Onderwijs in de Tweede 
Taal in de Lagere ScIlolente S. J. MO'lenbeek. 

, 2) The .. First Sch~ol Days of' th~. Non~E~glish Child 
(Maybell Bush); , 
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of comprehension." I) According to Miss Jardine I) the 
ideal teacher for foreign children is .. the man or woman 
who speaks the language of the pupils and has had the 
ambition and perseverance to master English to the point 
of being able to teach it ...... Between tho. teacher who 
speaks the native language and the pupil. there is no 
barrier of language." 

We see theIlj that with the help of the home language 
the reserve between the teacher and the child is to some 
extent broken down. and the child will not be so afraid 
to answer. If the home language is also the medium 
of instruction, the child will take a more active interest 
in the work, because he will be able to ask and answer 
questions with gleater ease, and by so doing will be able 
to follow what is done. with greater intelligence. 

B. Now let us come to the second kind of expression 
namely written expression. 

Essay writing is always considered to be one of the 
most important subjects in the school, not merely because 
of the language instruction, but also because it trains the 
child to organise hi; thoughts and to express them dearly. 
By comparing essays written through medium of the 
second language with those written in the mother tongue. 
we shall be able to ~ee how tlte use of a foreign medium 
affects the exP!ession of thought. and. in fact, thought 
itself. Seeing that the child cannot 2ive his full attention 
to the subjeCt-matter. when he is not very familiar with 
the language, but has to give it alternately to the one and 
then to the other. we naturally expect the subject-matter 
to be less well-organised, less logical and somewhat con
fused. And this we find to be actually the case. One 
can see the flow of ideas is retarded. and their expression 
l~ natural. The difficulties of the language prevent the 
child from entering fully into the spirit of lhe essay. and 
the essays are usually very commonplace. 

1) Education of the Immigran~:-U.S.· Bureau of 
Education Bulletin No. 51. 
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In,.a fonner ~xperiment. we saw 'that the use of a 
-for~ign medium in essay :wrjting~ caused more fatigue. 
We shail' now-see how it affects freedom of~xpression. 

(If South A/ricq. 

A 'Junior· Matriculation Class was divided ,into 4 sec~ 
tions A. B. C and D. The first· subject' fo·r the essay was 
"Drought'; (Droogle). ,Sectio'1lS A and B wrote 'in English. 
·section C in Nethe~landish and 'Din Afrikaans (S.A~ 
Iktch)~ 'The nextda~ the essay was on' • 'the choice of 
·~.Pro{ession," sections. C and 0 w~ote in English. A in 
Netherlandish and B. in Afrikaans. 

The pupils' had 'reeeived practicallt all their educa~ 
tionlhrough the medium :.0£ English, while' Netherlandish 
had been a subject of study. . Jwt a few lessons had been 
given in Afrikaans. aI)d practically no e~says. had as yet 
been written 'in it. Afrikaans was. however, the home 
language' ahd the 'l~nguageof tile playground. English 
was often heard 9utside as weliasinside. th~ school. and 
'one sometimes had to . use it in conversation. Nether
landish,' thou'gh closely related to Afrikaans._ y~t differs 
from .it in construction. form' of words. and to some ext~nt 
'ill, ,vocabulary.. ft is seldom,' if ~ver? heard spoken out~ 
side ~e school. In fact, practically the only time It .is 
heard, is in: the Netherlandish lesson •. and e-,en then Afri~ 
kaans or Engiish is. som~times' ~sed by the' teacher. 
f:"Jetherlandish ther~~ore. sounds very unnatural; it is 
a~ciat~d . o.nlY with bOok-leami~g, and, therefore i~ ap~ 

pe~rs ,pec;lantic .a~dstilt~cI when spoken. \ By comparing 
the lengths of the .essays. the number of' words used. we 
ge~ some indication as to the relative number of 'ideas 
ex~resseJ.and consequently how thought is affected by 
the/ use of different 'mediums. I aI1o~ed 'them a fairly 
long time fQrthdessay, so that most of .them could easily 
finish-:it. ·Articles J did n~t count. There; were' 4 English 
speaking students,one.Gennan'speaking student and 
ninete¢n Afrikaans speaking ~tudents. . 



The average number of words used. were as follows: 

English Nether- A!r,-
landillh kAans 

I I De I Drought I Droogie 
Die Profes- Ret Die 

Droogte sio]l B~roep Beroep 

1. Afrikaaos-speakingl 

, 

251 192 288 - 264 205 s~udents ..• . •. 
j ----

2. English-speaking I 
222 students .,. . .. ,304 

1 

I 
I 

3. German-speaking I 
I I 175 - 297 students •.•. I 

I 

This shows (I) that Afrikaans-speaking students write 
English and Afrikaans with about the same facility, i~ 
spite of the fact that they have had a great deal mort' 
practice in English. They find it more difficult to write 
N"therlandish; this is because they have had much less 
practice in it than in English. they never hear it as a 
living language and as it is similar to Afrikaans. they 
have to guard very car~fully against using Afrikaans word;l 
or expressions? 

(2) The English-speaking -students naturally find 
English the easiest, then Netherlandish. which they have 
studied. and lastly Afrikaans, which they have only 
heard outside. 

(3) The German speaking student would be more at 
home in English whic;h he has studied and used as a 
medium. while Afrikaans he has only heard in the play
ground. 

The essays prove how weak are some of tIle associa
tions between the ideas and words and how vague the; 
meaning of some of the words used. One gets phrases 
like "a profession for which a child is not based'~' (Eor 
"suited"); "an expert in 'science and other 'motives' 
{matters) connected with it." And' so forth. One also 
n<?tices a proces. of translation. either conscious or un
conscious. "If the d~ught is during (afr. duur) for a long 

241 

180! 
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time, men must seek other pastors (pastures) for their 
sheep. J. An English-speaking student 82'ainwrites "alles 
hang op (EI:tg. depends on) \Vat soon 'Y:an (Eng. what I 
sort of) kind ,hy is." "Op die ander hand" (Eng. on the 
other hand) a~d so on. 

Mr. Wyatt, an English-speaking Sp~th African, in
vestigated the vocabularies ofunilingual and bilingual 
children in South Africa and comes to the following con
clusion: "Such children (Afrikaans-speaking) show a 
retardation of more than a year as regards range of· 
English vocabulary, and since they are being (were) 

. ed~cated through the English medium, they are consider· 
ably handicapped, and i:heirgenefal development must 
suffer accordingly. They never catch up to the English
speaking children." 1) 

In ansWet tSl a question about essays in JXly question
n,aire, I received among othen. the following replies. . I 
may just add .that there is a general agreeme~t about the 
superiority of the mother-tongue essays. 

'Yes, the ~~at difference is th~t in St. 6 and 7 a child 
can write an essay. without mistakes, whereas it was 
impossible' with Netherlandish as medium. 'The Afri
kaans-speaki~g child was helpless in ~he lower school 
between £nglishaild 'Netherlandish." 

"With Afrikaans as Medium there Was certainly a 
perceptible improvement as rf?gards expression of thought. 

"Yes, J~er. i~ much more freedom' and originality . 
.It appeats as if there ar~ many mo~e ideas about a sub
ject when' Afrik~!lns is' used as medium. A child who 
writes, a: verY uninteresting essay 'in .English or Nether
landis~ Can be very amusing and interesting in an Afri
kaans essay:' 

"I have tested t~e matter in a tE;achers' training class, 

I) Unpublished thesis of Mr. Wyatt (Transvaal) on the I 

Vo~bularies of ,Uni., ,and bilingual students in South 
Africa. 
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and find that the students are far more original than ~ 
English or Netherlandish." 

"The mother-language is mudi better and it can be 
dearly seen that when the child writ~ in the second 
language, he yet thinks in his mother-tongue." 

J have also a number of essays written by Natives, 
which clearly illustrate some of _the foreign language 
difficulties. notably that of words with very indefinite 
meaning; or no meaning. Very often too the style is 
stilted and unnatural; the words are English but the 
idiom. the phraseology, is not En2lish. A few quotations 
from essays written by Natives may illustrate my points. 

"It was a bright summer day when the sun shown 
from the east and how brilliancy it looked. Friends had 
prepared very fine presents for me and one greatest 
friend of mine presented me with a h90k written in my 
own mother-tongue and which contained fails of our old 
grandfathers ...... early in the morning on a happy summer 
day. the day of joyful end splendedly well at 7.30 a.m." 

"I was greatly welcomed by my relatives even though 
they knew me not. ~Book style} ...... We spent a- nice time 
reading some of the most interesting books of literature. 
due to the effect that we had no sports. tOl withdraw some 
of our reading time in it." 

"The 'Fair Players' at last gave a sound victory to 
the 'Union .Jacks_' (two teams). 

"We were ordered to take our sitll when after 5 mins. 
she (the train) proceded ...... one of their best players and 
I took in single-court the last set. The man was so good 
that he led by two laugh games." 

"A hen keeps its little ones from getting cold. and 
from a dangerous thing which befalls on them. We use. 
its eggs for making cakes and puddings and for eating it." 

Even some of the native teachers are not always dear 
in their expressions, one can .at once see that the writer 
is not an Englishman. The following are "SOme sentences 
that occur in a letter written by a native teacher to the 
Principal. . 

"1 must admit. that although I take 'the liberty to 
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write to.. you as 1 have previously mentioned it to YO\4 I 
am deepl3(' sensible o·f the kindness you bave always 
extended to me. I have been hesitatinsr- to, unfold to you 
the subject' matter of this letter for a considerable time. 
but now I ca~ ho14 it no, longer. (The la~t phrase' sh~ws 
the "influence of' Afrikaans). 'With due. courtesy I am sub
mitting thi~ ca~e to, you, Miss........ as a boy would to a 
father ... 

. These few ql,1otatians\ are quite sufficient to illustrate 
the kind of mistakes th~t ar~ made when a foreign 
medium is used; There are 'a number of ess~ys in- which 
very few mistakes occur. :but one can usually notice that 
they; W'er~ not written by an Englishman~ 

The essays were mos.tly frqIh Standards, 6 and 7. The 
ageS ,of ,the pupils range from about 14 to 28. they speak 
at home either ,Zulu, Six6si,l,. Secuana,Sesuto, Swazi. 
,Afrikaans or English.,_ Some of them have:had all·their 
education through medium of 'the .other tongue, others \ 
have had part of it through -mediwll of the home language. 
There are also three Eur~peaI1 students. in the dass; they 
ar~ the youngest members. When one compares their 
essays, with some of the others, one is struck by the 
riatural ety-Ie iIi which their essays' are written. 

(2) Wales. " 
. . 

The answers to my questionnaire on this point were 
more ot less in agreement. They stated that essays 
written intheisec;:ond'language. )Vere somewhat unnatural 
and ,stUted iIll style, and also less imaginative and original. 
So~ehoIdt~atit "is difficult to account 'lor it,'" others 
hoM th,at it. is 'largely due to the fact that the English used 
is "based on literarymod~ls~" and is not so often em
ployed for conversational purposes.' The unnatural style 
,i~ als~ attributed 'to ~he difficulty of' expression, and 
"lack of imagination and originality to the fact that the 
attention CB;nnot b~ kept. on. the subject matter, but must 
also,be fo~ussed on the language when difficulties arise. 
Even expression il) Welsh is. ,not always quite natural. 
because, the spoken WeJsh" is not' quite, the ,same as the. 
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written Welsh. Hence the children have to guard against 
colloquialism. The essays of Welsh children hear out 
what we have already said about the use of a foreign 
medium in essays. Many of these mistakes would be 
made by English children too. for they do not always 
know the exact meanings of the words they use. But 
among Welsh children these mistakes will be more' com
mon. 

Very often they know the word and its meaning 
more or less. but QSe it in the- wrong place. or use the 
wrong form. We get ,sentences like: 

"Which one of them you choice." 
"A man ,,!hich is setting there. is a weelexpreaus 
" man. 

"The people payment to the shop merchant." 
"They do not rare much sheep here." 
"One of the lacks- of the neighboorhood is that there 

is no train." 
"The unnatural styl~ is shown in sentences su~h as 

"the game We play now most is kicking ball." 
"In summer we''pJay the cricket game.~· 
"The life of the people is farming, and some shops 

here." 
We could point t;)ut many more, such eaors. but these 

are enough to illustrate our point, they are fairly typical. 
(3) India. -
A few quotations will show how difficult it is to 

acquire a foreign langucige so well, that you can express 
yourself quite freely and naturally. 

"'The papers of M.A. candidates shew that quite a 
large proportion even of those who' have spent six years 
at Colleges still express themselves with great difficulty in 
English, and often comDlll gross grammatical blunaers.·· 

"There is a dose connection between langUage ~d 
idea, and if one has to spend one',s energy in getting over 
the peculiarities of phrases and idioms the idea is sure to 
be missed.. Again if a student has not a full command 
of the vocabulary his ideas are sure to be ill-expressed. 
Examiner after examiner has complained that Indian 
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students distort ideas in expresSing them, that· they are 
too "bombastic, that they use words without grasping their 
exactsignificance~and, as a result of these blemishes 
their composition is ~eemed to be worthless." 

"Indian students think generally in their own 
vernacular$ and translate their thoughts into,· English in 
their examination papers. An intelligent examiner can 
very easily detect thi~ struggle for utterance in· most 
papers. A gqod piece of composition is· general,ly ·a 
reminiscence of other. people's writing..o..-:-the professor's or 
the anno1ator's. J) 

(4) ,Belgium. Fiom ,Belgium we get .the same answer 
They dOl not always understand th~ words they use, "and' 
afterwards only words remain in their m~mories, withou~ 
thoughts; hence there is no, questioll of logical thought.~· 
The ,essays are less natural ~nd original, but "one must 
notfoTget that everyone thinks and feels in his own 
language." 

It is thus perfectly clear that expression through a· 
foreign'medium, both efally,and written, is more difficult 
and fatiguing; this affects our thought, which is cons~ 
quently of a ,lower standard. 

The reason for this fact is nd~ far to, seek;.itis simply 
due to, our unfamiliarity with the language (its vocabulary, 
cqnstnlctien etc:); this causes us to, take our attention from 
the subject matter, to- attend carefully to the language, 
and,so on, This altemation of attentiol'l/ is very fatigUing. 
If we m.erely had ,to, express ourselves for one period dur
ing ~h~ day in 'a foreign language, it would not affect us 
much"but when' w~ have to get all our illstruction 
through its medium, matters are more serious. We ean-, 
not de our work so well, ,and, nqt being able to express \ 
ourselves ·clearly, 1,Ve cann~t do justice to ourselves. . 

Note:· The in/luenceoJ qnelanguageon another. 
,An' ,interesting ~ide~line for study would be the in

fluerice of one langUage 'oil .another. In learning oUr 
mother-tongUe w~ ha~e _ forme~ . certain linguistic habits. 

,I) C~lc\i.tta ·U~iy.Report .. 
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So . when we wish to acquire "the habit of linguistic e~
pression in a foreign tongue, our constant difficulty is 
the deep seated linguistic habits already acquired in ow 
own. The learner is beset at every turn with the tempta
tion to follow the path of least tesistance and substitut~ 
for the speech-sounds. intonation. stress. word-order. con
struction. idioms. etc .• of the foreign language those of the 
language with which he is already familiar. The learning 
of a foreign language is a continual struggle to overcome 
such tendencies, a continual effort to form new habits 
of speech, and this involves a very considerable exercise 
of will power by the learner over himself." I) 

Very often, though we use the words of the foreign 
language the style and idiomatic ~pressions betray our 
home language. Mr. Baron (Flanders) says: "owauthors 
only write a French Flemish. They think in Flemish and 
wJ.en writing in French. they~eep the ideas. the forms. 
the ~pressions to which they are accustomed. They 
never succeed in permeating themselves with the genius 
of the French. language •• , 2) 

This influence of one language on another is obvious 
to anyone who hears a foreigner speak his language. A 
Hollander finds it ~emely difficult to pronounce the 
English .. th," while the Englishman finds it practically 
impossible to pronounce tlie Dutch "g'" sound. A Welsh
man's accent is different tOOi he pronounces the "0" in 
no, more like "0" in not, and usually stresses the last 
syllable, e.g. s!owly, method. 

The spelling of the home .. language influences that of 
the other. Welsh for instance. is spelt phonetically, 
and certain. letterS represent different sounds to those 
represented by the same English letters. e.g. 'T' is 
pronounced like the English "V" and so forth. In a 

I) Theory and Practice of language Teaching (E. C. 
Kittson). . ' 

2) The Language Question in Belgium-A. van de 
Perre. 
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number of essays "travelling" was spelt as "trafling,·· . . 
"servants" as ~·servans. ',' 

The Welsh idiom is noticeable in expressions like "he 
lives 14rrtiles far from another man," also in "I was living 
14 miles far from' anoth.er white man," .~ she pulled off 
her traflingdress:' instead 6f "took it off";' HIt is cold 
this moming:-'· becomes '!cold is' it tliis momi~g." and it 
,is raining becomes "raining is it?" 

Pro·f. Archer holds that when a Welshman learns 
English, the intonation is invariably canted over. pronoun~ 
dation asregartls vowel values. 'and a few other points; 
con,struction •. word-order. very little. idiom in certain cases 
whic:;h are riot numerous, 1;>ut are suc!} as occur rather 
often in conversation." 

In South Africa we, ar~ ~lways warned against using 
"South Afiicanisms," when wntingEnglish. or "Anglic-

- isms'" when writing Afrikaans:, for 'instan~e the' Afrikaans 
•• self" is used only for emphasis. so .we are inclined to 
say i'lhurt me:' I) It is impossible. even were it desir
able.: to s~eguard a language- from, being ~rmanently, 

. affected by )luch influences~ So English bears traces of 
La~in -and French; Afrikaans 2) of English, M~lay flort
ugese; French ahd, Kaffir. as well as of Netherlandish. 

Dr.C. T. Loram shows how the vocabulary of the 
. home language affects the meanings of the. words of. the 

foreign 'language. "Col)cepts are being continually built 
up with· the help of experiences which I have expressed 
th~ough. the mediutn ,of language. Hence my concepts 
ar.e dependent"on langUage and have thus been formed 
and are still being fonnedb:r the language I speak . 

. Examples from \ the' Native ~ork : 
(i) nA Strike." To. strike isjn Zulu ·'ukushiy"," i.e. 

to hit. wh~n NatIves are' called' upon to strike, i.e. tc 

I) See Cliap. on "5Qutb Africanisms" in }utas Univ. 
English c,Urse' (M. H. Jacl~son). 

2) Se~ Article on "Ons Gese1staal'" (Von Wielligh) in 
"Die' Huisg.en~of· (Jan.: 1921)., 
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cease work. they. accordingly to Professor Jackson of the 
S.A.. Native Colle~e actually strike i.e. ukushiya. 

(ii) A Native assistant: writes to me complaining that 
she does all the work while the h~ad teacher merely "eats 
the kingdom" (A literal translation of a native idiom 
which means having a good time). 

(iii)Unku)unkulu (the great great one) has been used 
by some of the missionaries to express God. Unkulunkulu. 
howeV'er. is the mythical semi~divjne ancesto .. of .the 
Zulus, so that a wrong or confused concept has been 
obtained. Examples could be cited from church terms. 

(iiii) The Zulu language IS deficient in abstract terms 
and conseque'ntly in abstract ideas. hence the extreme 
difficulty of getting them to realise (practice) truthfulness. 
dignity of labour. etc:' ' 

When one gets two totally unlike languages, it is 
more difficult to learn to understand the second language. 
But once it has been learnt. there is less chance of con~ 
fusing the two. Though English and Netherlandish are 
not totally-unlike. they are far more so than Netherlandish 
and Afrikaans, which are very closely related. Hence it 
is far easier to mix up Afrikaans and Netherlandish, than 
to, confuse Netherlandish (or Afrikaans) with, English. 

"We are naturally inclined to assume that the nearer 
the foreign language is to our own., the easier it is. A 
Spaniard soon learns to unde.rstand Portuguese,' a Dane 
Swedish and so forth ...... But this very likeness is often a 
source of confusion. - It is a help to the beginner who 
merely wants ~o understand the allied language, and is 
contented with a ,rough knowle~e; but it is ~ hindrance 
to any thorough hlowledge, because of the constant 
cross-associations that· are sure to present themselves. 
E.g. German "werden" equivalent to Dutch "worden" 
and Dutch -"'werd" to German "w~rd .. •• The 'resemblance 
between German and Dutch is less than that between 
such a group d languages as Danish. Norwegian arid 
Swedish." which cause great confusion. "Differences 
of vocabulary are an even greater snare than differences 
of grammatical structure, because they cannot be brought 
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tinder definite rules, c~g.a Frenchman who "demands 
. penriission~'does not mean 'to imply the' slightes~ imper
'ativeness. .. Hence the conclusion that '''in learning a 
r~mote, unconnected language ... : .. the beginning is much 
more difficult and of course, it takes a much longer time 
to !:IDdirstand the language. .But when the initial dif
ficulties have been once overcome, it is· easier to get a 
minu~ely accqrat~ knowledge of· the . language. because 
the learner is' leSs disturbed by cross-associations." I} 

.one 'of the questions in language teaching, IS how to 
, avoid this co'nfusion, this influence of the one' Ian~age 
- on the other,.. It is one of the, chief arguments always 
quoted 'jQ support of the direct method of teaching foreign 
)angua~es. -

6. Rote Learning. 
"Habit is not confined to bodily actions. There are 

also habits of' thought and of wi!I .. ,.~.A good instance of 
the .. habit of thought is that of' the making of puns. There 
aTe ~me persllns' who continually make puns simply 
because they have fallen into the habit of doing so. ,. 2) 
"All out life, aQ far as it has Clefiniteform. is but a·mass 
of habits_practical, emotional, and intellectual-system-
. \' , , 
atically o·rganized for our weal or woe, and bearing' us 
iire.sisti'bly to·w~rds our destiny, whatever the latter may 
be.· .. 3) It is very :important that ,right habits should be 
formed, habits "organized for our "we'al" at;ld not for 
our "woe." The- teache~'s prime concern' should be to 
ingrain Into the- pupil tha~ assortment of habi'ts that shall 
be most ~~eful to hitn throughout' life." 4) 

We easily form the .habit "f 'leamingin a certam way; 
we must beware of getting intO' the habit of ·learning 
everything by rote. of merely memorising without fully 
understanding what it is that we have learnt by heart .. 

-It i~ evident. that thE:' use of a foreign medium with 
, ' . 

I) A Practical Study of Langua~es" by Henry Sweet. 
2) Manual ofPsychotogy (Stout). . 
3} Talks to Teachers (james).-
4) Tal~s to T~achers (James), 
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words. with the difficulty of ~aving to. attend. carefully 
to the language as well as to the meaning and with the 
consequent fatigue, will tempt us to learn many of the 
things that we do not clearly understand, by heart. Unless 
we do this, we cannot express what we know, we cannot 
do justice to ounrelves, with the result that we may' have 
to stay in the same class for another year. It very often 
proves a far easier task to learn a number of the sentences 
off by heart, than to have. to follow the reasoning and 
find out what the words really mean. We thel1 learn 
words without meanings. 

Does the use of a foreign medium really tend to foster 
this bad mental habit in practice? What do the people 
say who have had experience? 

(J) South Africa. 

"In places where English, just as Netherlandish.' is 
practically a dead language, there-it is e'llident-1:he 
medium is foreign and ,the children cannot, especially at 
the beginning, make'much progress. The 'second-language 
medium encourag~s parrot work in the schools." 

"To secure good thinking, which is the primary obiect 
of intellectual education, the meaning of the thing to be 
thought about. in other wor~s, the comprehension of the 
language .used~is indispensible. If we ·ask young native 
children to do thinking about facts so novel to them as 
those of European civilisation; and in a tongue so foreign 
as English, we are askirig for the impossible •. and if we 
attempt to insist, as we do under our present system, we 
receive words insteads . of thoughts. The defects of 
verbalism ana parrot-like memorising sO' freciuently com
mented 1,1pon by the inspectors are chiefly due to the too 
early insistence upon English as the medium: As- Mr. 
Sargent points out, the facts of modem E1,1l'opean civilisa
tion, just as those of religion, are too' po~el ana foreign 
to the Native to be capable of presentation through a 
foreign tongue." l) '. . . 

1) The Education of the 'South Nrican Native (Loram) 
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(2) Wales. 

in Jlns~er to my questionnaire it was said thJlt the 
foreign meQiutn tended to enCourage ~ote-Ieaming. but 
that:, this c6uld la~gely be' avoidea. by ~ooqteaching. 

It w~ ~lso held' that the effect of using a foreign 
mediUm from the, beginning. is to "train the memorY. not 
the intelligence. English words are learned. but they 
convey no meaning." n 

,'''The , knowledge which the Welsh childrena,cquire 
of the English language is' to a large extent a mechanical 
ex¢rcis'e of memory rather than of intelligence, and they 
easily forget It." I) . 

(3) India;. 

"In the schools and colleges the students are taught 
English . so imperfectly that they' arQ driven to all sorts 
~'f uneducational contrivances ino·rder to' pas~ 'examina
tions" particularly to cram up books and memorise pass
ages." 2) 

, "In subjects 'other' than literature. taugh~ through a 
foreign medium, students learn more words than things. 
the'wip' of facts being lessened by the slavery to ill-under
stood words;'''S) 

"1 taught one boy logic in theVemacular (Bengali) 
and ano,ther in E.nglish", I noticed that while the one tried 
to grasp- the idea \he other 'was more' attentive to the' 
words Used. The one lea"mt andthe-other got by heart. ",2) 

(4) ~anada;. 

<+The be'St resUlts are obtained, when the medium of 
instruction. is in, the beginning the mother-to_ngue. The
chiefar'gumentln favc:"ur of this procedure is that other-

. 1) BilingUal Teaching in, Welab Elementary Schools-
R6yalConllni~sion on Education (168Q-:-1). ' 

2) Calcutta Review (1919). 
_ '3) Medium Instruction in Calcutta Univ. Report (1917-

19~ . . 
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wise the English words learned become . mere parrot 
phrases, conveying no meaning to the child's mind:' I). 

While it' is essential that our mempry should be 
trained for 'we can do no thinking unless we already have' 
a stock of ideas, we must also, guard against laying tod 
much stress on memory. especially verbal memory. "It 
is a matter of common testimony' that when the whole 
stress of education is laid on exer~ising the ~emory. the 
effect is apt to.be hurtful to' these higher powers of 
thought; "beaucoup de mernoire, peu de jugement." 2) 

When a foreign medi~m is used. there is a strong 
telldency towards rote·leaminll. Unless special precau-' 
tions are taken to .counteract this tendency, we may be 
led to form habits of verbal memorising; these had habits 
may even persist when we do not use a foreign medium. 
We may have formed the habit of avoiding real hard 
thinking by memorising the -passages we do not dearly 
understand. 

7. The Relatio{1between the School and, the Home. 
From the very beginning' our home has become 

associated with a certain language; and not only our home. 
but all our experiences. Our playmates speak 'the same 
language, we find it serves our purpose everywhere, But 
when we come to school. w~ find that one of the chief 
objects of study' IS .ano~er language; that thiS language 
is placed before our home language,-and that after a 
while it supersedes our home language as medium of 
instruction. The child now finds that he has to use in 
school Jl langUage which he does not require outside it; 
there his mother.ton~ue is sufficient for all purposes of 
intercourse. As this .is as yet the child's chief motive for 
learning language. he finds iittle. use Eor a foreign tongue. 
and has no enthusiasm for it. 

Different asociations are now connected with . these 
.two languages. .The: hOUle language is associated with 

1) The Language Issue in'Canada (0. D. Skelton).' 
2) Teachers. Handbook of Psychology (Sully). 
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all the child's or<,linary' e~riences, and a' certain feeling' 
tone is connected with it; the foreign tongue becomes 
associated only with school work. The ~esult is that the 
school becomes something unnatural, »omething that has 
no conne~tion with ordina_ry life.. What at home the 
child calls a "koppie ~n piering," and "graaf," he now 
has to call '~cup and saucer" and "spade." 

Add to thi$ the fad that the foreign language is veiy 
often connected with experiences, etc., of which the -child 
has 'no knowledge. Can a description of South African 
farm life have the same meaning for a Londoner. as it 
has for~ a South African 1 Can an Indian with his Eastern 
religion, modes of life and so forth, 'fully understand the . 
books that treat of Western life ~ Will it he any easier 
for ~e InClian if he has to read about Western life in a 
language with which. he is unfamiliar. which he under
stands but imperfeCtly} Will the school seem to a' little 
Indian boy _to he at ~U connected with ordinary life. jf 
he there reads a story of people dressed in some quaint 
fashion. if he reads about our winter sports, our Derby
races, ~ur cricke~ test matches. and that in a language 
which is foreign to him? 

A certain feeling tone becomes associated with th~ 
hoine language. So many of our experiences are con
ne~ted ~th it. . We notice this affective element mor~ 
than ever when we ar~ in a foreign country, and suddenly 
heat the home' language spoken. At once we become 
different beings, as- it were~ ~e sound of our home 
language has called up ways of thinking. feelings. disposi .. 
tions and other associations connected with it. 

Very often ~he 'child knows th~t' the teacher is "sing 
a language in!!chool. which he does not as a rule use 
outside it. Consequently the teacher is unnatural and the 
school has. for the child, no relation' to. outside. and home 
life· and experience . 

. This fact bas been emphasised by a Jilumher of 
people .. 
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.(1) South A/rica. 
"When the mother-langualjt& is used, there is at once 

a feeling of trust between teacher and child." "Where 
Afrikaans is used as medium. the child progresses much 
more quickly. There is a connection between the home 
and the school; what is c&'Ued a 'kettle: a 'bucket' or a 
'horse 'at home. is called the same in school. aneJ the 
child can thus use tho knowledge· he aheady possesses. 
and the teacher at once has a . foundation on which to 

build. It is no lol1ger. as before. when the child felt as 
if the school was something apart. where he had to com· 
menee from the beginning." 

Education through a foreign medium "makes teach
ing unnatural ~d hence dry and uninteresting." 

, 

(2) Wales. 

Most of the W dsh teachers hold that since \Velsh is 
the medium of instruction for the first few years. and even 
after that is still largely used. this unnaturalness is not 
much felt. Most -of them aKl'ee, however. that if English 
were the sole' medillm, as it was formerly, it 'would have 
that effect. That it did have that effect is testified by 
men who were invited to give their opinions before the 
"Royal Comrpission on Education" in 1886-7. 

Mr. Evans says "1 am ashamed to this day that I, as 
a schoolmaster. did what was at one time an universal 
custom. and caned my boys for using in my hearing their 
mother-tongue. the tongue in whi~ all their heart's asso
ciations were bound up, the language of their homes. of 
their parents religion. of their own sympathies and in· 
teUigenco ..... :The School is associated with English. the 
home with Welsh:' 

(3) India. 

Mr. Madge strongiy advocates ~e use of the Indian 
vernaculars. and pOints out the eVils of the foreign 
education. "which hears no relation to the facts of the 
child's ordinary uperience:- and thus makes the school 
life unnatural. He points out that the root of the evil 
is •• the foreign nature"'of the education. "and its power 
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of alienating impressionable young minds from their 
natural entourage." I) 

(4) Belgium. 
\ ' 

In answer to my question whether the use of a foreign . 
medium m"adethe school.life unnatural and less attractive. 
I received the follqwi~ganswer: "of course-what ~Ise 
can one expect, especially characte;s with, pers(;;nality fe~l , 
the restraint when they try to" express their thoughts and 
feelingS, because they always feel more and think better 
in their dwnlanguage~" Mr. Willianis whQ had studied 
the bilingual questi9n- i~Belgium ,held .. that there can be 
no real developlI}entwhen the child isclit' .off from the 
institutions of his envirOnment by ~enying him the use 
of his own language i~ s<;hool. ,. 2) 

(5) U.S.A. 

,The Americans, in teaching English. to their alien 
immigrants, have .had to cope with the. same difficulties. 
·'Between the teacher who speaks the native tongue antI 
the pupil •. there is no barri~r of ~anguage .... _.A teacher 
who speaks the.Jangtiageof our pupils is able to. praw 
from ~he nativ~ literature stories. poetn~. proverbs. and 
'Songs whi.ch in translation the student will be overjoyeCl 
to 'recognise as o~d friends." 3) " 

The trend of modern.educ~tion is to make the scbool 
life as. natural as possible. to give the 'children every 
opportunity offieely expressing themselves in their work. 
Restraints are bein~ banished Hom the classroom. It is 
clear from what 'has been 'said that th~ Use of a. foreign 
medium acts as ap9werful restraint on the children;- it 
\prevents \~em from. expressing themse1veswith perf~t 

- . 
1) Report of Commissioners on Education (India). 

,2) Molher~tongue.and' Other-tongue (Williams) .. 
Jt Education of :ihe Immigrant (V .. S.Bureau of Educ. 

]9'13). . , -
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freedom, if at all. The children, being under resttaint. 
do not feel their natUral selves; in fact the whole school 
atmospher~ is unnatural. It is only wh~n they get into 
the play-ground or go home, that the restraint passes 
away. and they express themselves naturally in their words 
and actions. 

(8) Dr. Adler's The01'1J 0/ the Inferiori4J Complex. 

The psychoanalytic method of studying the mind has 
added a great deal to our knowledge of psychology. 
Dr. Adler' s theory of individual Psychology has proved 
of great practical importance in the treatment of 
patients suffering from nervous diseases, -and has also 
proved valuable in offerin~ very satisfactory explanations 
for various other psychological phenomena. His theory 
is that in everyone there is a will to power, a desire to shine 
in some direction or other;. but at the same time people 
can easily become discouraged, 'and develop an "infer
iority complex." The higher a person' s ambition is. _the 
greater is. the flsk that he will become discouraged and so 
suffer from ~n inf'enority ,complex. Dr. Adler holds 
that practical.ly all nervous diseases. as well as many 
eccentricities, iUadaptations to, environment 'and so ·forth, 
can be explained on the theory of the inferiority complex. 
He has treated, with a fair amount of success. children 
who have made themselves absol~tery obnoxious in class, 
and who have appeared exceptioitally obstinate and in~ 
capable of derivirlg any benefit from the school. (see 
"lntemationale Ze-itschrift fur Individual Psychologie. Mai 
1924"-"Ein Beitrag zur Erziehung Nervoser Kinder in 
der Schule. ") 

It is hardly necessary to ask how we are going t~ 
apply this fact to our foreign language medium problem~ 
h is self evident that a person who is taught through the 
medium of a foreigtlla:qguage, in which he finds it difficult 
to follow the teaching and to express himself. will become 
discouraged. and feel himself inferior to others, who can 
express themselves in their home language. Many of us. 
who have found ourselves in ~he company of people 
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talking a laJ;iguagewitp _~hich we arenot_quite_ fa~iliar, 
have experienced, this feeling of discouragement., We 
cannot, for-, instance, seethe ~oint ina joke; if we do, 
we cannot tell' a simila~ jpkewhich we happen to know,' 
or make a hopel~ss mess of it in the attempt. This. kind 
of thing is all very well. when xt happens 'occasionally, 
but when' it 'happens continu~usly we become pis
couraged, and consequently· ,unresponsive; .our interest 
flags; we, are looked upon as dull and'stupid; our ambi~ 
ti9n dies 'a natural death,. or continues to smoulder in th~ 
unc~nscious. and so leads to trouble" 

(9) The $pread oj Cu[ture, 

In 'our. modem state' of society, where the rights of 
individuals are recoWlised, where everyone has some say 
in the government o,f his country. everyone also, has the 
right to education and culture., It ,is necessarY that this 
culture shoJ.ld spread' ev'en to the iowest class~s. 

This, culture is sp~ead by means' of 'language, },pth 
giaplile and oral. 
, I. Writte~ Language. It is difficult fa estimate exactly 
what ,part bo.oks play', in spreading' (:ult\,11'e among ,th~ 
peopl~ but, ev~ryone kno'ws that books and newspapers 
have a tremendous influence. They coilS~l'Ve thought and 
transmit- it in -nIl directions. 

Now .what ha~. this' to do, with the use of a foreign 
medium f Let us see. 

,If we want" people. to. ,read, we must get" them 
interested' in hooks; they nlust love reading; and more~ 
than: thatthey must fori:n ~habit' of reading. This ha:bit 
can' be commenced when we are -quit~ young. Child~en's 
Iov~ for re~ding will depend on thtee things, namely (I) 
on the pers(>Iial facto,r; on 'themselves. '(2) on the subject 
matter and" (3) on how it' is .presented. It is with pa!l' of. 
the third elemen,t 't}:latwe have to. ,do, namely with the 
1al1guage in which it is,represented'. 

: 'It is evident -that children will ,enJoy' a $tory much 
:nm-reif the l~nguag~causes very few. or ,no "difficulties, 
if they can attend closely to the story and e~ter into the 
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very spiril of it. And this they cannot do. when the
language presents difficulties. when they cannot.so easilY' 
follow what is writtell. 

In a former paragraph we showed how the use of a 
foreign medium tended to mak~ the school and work seem 
unnatural. unconnected with outside and home experience. 
We have noticed too that if 'we read early English. or early 
Dutch. it makes things appear less real. The less real a. 
thing is. the less do we enter into the spirit of it. The 
use of our home language. of t~e language by means of 
which we address our parents. our brothers and sisters. 
and our. f~iends. the language which we use in the ex· 
periences that are most real to us; this will ada a note 
of reality to what we read. and we sha11 enjoy it ever so 
much more. This applies not only to children. but also 
to adu1ts~· but for' children it is more important. for 
it is then that a love of books must be instilled. and not 
a hatred. a~d it is then that the- formation of the habit 
of reading must be' begun. ' 

One can notice,the difference at once when one hears 
a child read. His intonation when pe reads his home 
language shows that he understands what he reads. that 
the words have a meaning for him. He does not merely 
read words. but, words accompanied by meaning. An 
Inspector in South Africa says' that when the" home 
language is used. a "natural consequence will be tliat the' 
monotonous intonation jn the reading of Netherlandish. 
that we have so often'found jn the lower grades. will dis
appear. If teachers are asked about-. this: they usually 
explain'it as due to the fact that the children read a book
language which they do 'not speak." 1) 

"What is very noticeahle. is the ease with Which 
children 1'ead Afrikaans. For instance. in Standard V they 
prepare an E.nglish reading lesson at home. They read 
it 'over time and again at hC?me. and even then" they do 
not read Jt as well as th.ey would something in Afrikaans 

1) Report of ,Education (Transvaal) (1918). 
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from 'Die Huisgenoot' .or 'De Burger: 2) One of my 
t~achers told me that her little brother, who is not yet at 
school, reads through the stories 3) in the. -HUisgenoot:' 
He 'finds it amusing to· do so .. but in Netherlandish, he ·can 
.hardly 'get througI:a ten lines. And then people still 
wonder, anq. scratch their heads and suck their fingers, 
because the Afrikaans-spealdl1g child does not. seem to 
cale very much for reading," wilen he is taught. through 
a foreign medium. 

,several.other teachers' have mentioned how children. 
enjoy stories written in their home Ian$Uage, in Afrikaans. 
bne advantage English has'-over a language like Afrikaans 
is ~e great variety of- Dooks to suit aU ~eSr and all 
temperaments. Consequently, when children. have learned 
some Englis4. they often lIet "English book\s which supply 
~ore fascinating subject ~a~ter. and this counterbalahces 
the factor of the foreign, medium to some extent. 

In Wales there is some di(ference of opini~n conce;i;'7 
ing the preference.. 0 A few say ,that' English books a~e 
preferred~ especially when children have passed the initial 
stages: but inoslof them add .that this is probably due to 
"'the' abundance! of appropriate books for' children- in 
English." As some one said: "strange to say, the children 
,prefer to 'read E.ngli~h books :from St. I up. The reason 
may be that the Welsh books are, not 56 imaginative, Q.r 
in'short. so\suited to' the f,lges'as the English books. more
over, there, is a great· difference between written Welsh. 
and spokenWelsh." J'bis last Jactor of ~ourse interferes 
,with the na~uralne~s o·f Welsh'books . 

. F."romBelgium I received the .answer that the children 
prefer to read in their mother tongue, for then tliey feel.·· 

The use of language'thus plays a ,part. and a very 
important: one. in ~aking reading' an attractive past-time, 
. and consequentlt in th~ formation cj.f the hab~t of reading. 
No:wthat the workIng' clas~es also, have more leisure time. 

2) An Afr~kaans periodical and an Afrikaan~ News 
paper. 

. 3) Probabiy tho'se in the Children"s Column. . . , 
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and books are extremely cheap. it is very important that 
they should be taught to use part oE this time for reading 
purposes. If this can be done, we shall have made some 
advance tow~rds the spread of culture. Not only must 
we use the home language as the initial medium. because 
the foreign medium acts as a hindrance. but also because 
its use can often act .as a positive stimulus. By getting 
people to take a pride in~ their language "and' their liter
ature. we can do much to foster the love' and habit of 
reading. This is beins: done successfully. in Soutn Africa 
and this is beil)g done successfully in Wales at the present 
time. 

Many people will read Afrikaans or Welsn books 
because they ate written in Afrikaans-or Welsh and have 
been written by AfrikanderS and Welshmen; many people 
will go tQ an Afrikaans or Welsh play. or concert because 
the work produced is Afrikaans or Welsh. The same 
holds good for Belgium and other countries. 

The use· of the home language in writins: books has 
also been known to make them more valuable. to raise 
their standard of e~'cellence. Macaulay has affirmed thIS. 
has perhaps overstated it a little. when he said. "Frederick 
had pot the full command of any language ...... Even had 
he possessed the poetic facultjr ...... the want of language 
would have prevented him from beins: a great poet. No 
ncble work of imagination. as far 86 we recollect. was 
ever composed by any man, except in a dialect _which 
he had learr~ed without remembering how and when, and 
which he had. spoken with perfect ease before he had 
ever a~alysed its structure.' 0 This statement has proved 
true in South Africa. It is only since Afrikaans has be
come . a literary language, that works - of literary merit 
have been produced there .. This has latgely been the 
result· of the feeling of pride in .their language. their 
country. and their nation~lity, ,as well as 'of the fact that 
they express themselves with greater ease, naturalness. 
and feeling. in their own language. The same fact has 
been met with in all countries having similar difficulties .. 
in Wales. Belgium and so forth. 
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II. The Spok,en Language. 
Cul~U!e is largely spread by formal and informal di .. 

cussion. hrequites no eminent pilychologist to $ee that 
the apqstles, aCted wisely when, at th~, Pentecost. they 
addressed the various peoples intheir various vemacu,lars. 
By so doing,they reacl,led the hearts of these people. 

The Church of South Africa has at last, learned the . ' 

same truth, and is beginning to lise Afrikaans instead of 
Netherlandish in the pulpit. ' , 

Informal discussion plays agteatpart in clearing up 
,one's ideas. and in formulating" one's thoughts. Bydjs~ 

cussion w,e spread our id~as among our fa.mily and friends. 
and they hand it pn further. ,In this way 'ideas ~d 
thoughts penetrate thro,ugh society. 'In this way the student 
Cl;ln .spread some of the learning that he ha~ obtained 
at_school, or in the University. The man who reads and 
atte:nds lecture,s qlndiscuss' ~hat he has read or heard. 
with 'frien,d,s arid acquaintances. These hand over the ideas 
to their acquaintances ,again. and ,so culture penetrates 
through s~ciety, ' ' " 

The advantage of h~ving our education through the 
mother-tongUe 8nc1' of reading in 'our nome language, 
and assimilating our knowle~~e'by ita' me~s,' is that we 
shall',bebette~ ahle ,to discuss the s\lbjects at home. and 
shall beIIlore' tempted, to do so. We are then familiar 
with the technical words and phrases. in c~edtion wit4 
the suhject. 'and can use them in discussion when we Use 

;«;)UJ home language. 

, Mr. Mennekens (Belgium) has come to the conclusion 
that -'the system which builds only with French in the 
tJUrd and fourth, grades. ,,' can, with goodstud~nts, ~'Ve 
results with tegai"d tQ their' general education, hut leave. 
these students, helpless when they' have ,to speak, in their 
own langUage 'on the~knowied~' they have a~quired. 
'They lack words and expressIons. ; It'isa,wellknown fact 
tpai: after ~, few ,ears a lafgC' portion of the knowledge, 
gaine& ill sch~ol. has disappeared:' This, knowledge 
seems to ha~e taken less 'TOot, becau'se many' of the 
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children are taken up in surro'undin~s, where they hear 
mostly Flemish, and the French words .. for ,which they 
have no equivalent in their own, )~lDguage. drift about in 
their memories ,without any real meaning being attached 
to the~." I) 

We at onc~ see the effects. of this. They are: (I) no 
further, development of the acquired knowledge through 
discussion. (2) The acquired knowledge. never being 
made use of, tends to disappear. (3) The knowledge is 
not spread among the people. 

Charles Candel (a. Walloon) once said: • 'Clvilization 
is being propagated by the same means which serve as 
vehicles for thought, viz. amongst others, by speech and 
reading. But as it is easy to understand, these two centres 
cof light remain without effect, or nearly so, every time 
the written language, the language of the government, 
business. and the highe'r class of s~cietyis not the..language 
of the people. It remains, in this case. stationary in its 
development; there is between ,the people and the com
mdners of civilization-an ins.urmountahle bamer. a whole 
language which they will never learn. To them conversa
tion and reading are closed doors, and, instead of occupy-

-ing their leisure 'moments with matters which tend to 
adorn the heart 'and the mind. and to enlarge their circle 
of knowledge. they are miserably left to themselves and 
condemned to cultivate eternally the stock of vices and 
virtues once acquired." 2) 

. So that, ':besides profiting verylitde by the enlighten~ 
ment of his. time to perfect his mind and increase his 
knowledge, 'he (who was educated in a foreign medium) 

. virtuies once acquired. to 2) 
Some Indians .hold that the use of a foreign medium 

causes a class distinction, nam~ly between the eduCated 
class, who are able to speak about the subjects they have 

I) Nota BeuefEende Het Onderwijs in' de . T weede 
T aal in de Lagere Scholen. te sint-jans-:Molenbeek. 

~ 2) The Language Question ,in Belgiutn~A. van' de 
Perre. 
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learned in the language in wbtch they have learned it. 
and the masses. who. cannot do 80.. Consequently the 
culture does not 'Spread from the educated class to the 
masses. So M~. Sinha says. "The present system of in~ 
structing and . conducting ~xamination in English has a 
far rea.chirig effect. Besides sluntin~ the national language 
and literature it is gradually creating a Wide gUlf between 
the mass and the educated class. This conducting and 
controlling. of education en a foreign ,model. this ignoring 
of the Indian spirit an~ ,cult. is dwarfing the national 
thoughts andaspiratioris and is I forcing upon the plastic 
mind of youth a sense of their own inferiority," 1) 

Mr. Vachaspati holds that "the command of a foreign 
language like English is a great impediment in the way of 
the student's obtaining higher education, and that is -one 
of the main reaso~ why, even after the lapse of so, many 
years, western civilisation is confined, to such a limited 
class, and has not spread amongst the- people as it should 
be expected, with the result that th~ greatJDass of the 
people 'a3 yet belong to. the old', 'order and' are ignorant ~f 
the scientific methods and i~provements in all depart-
ments of life." I) . 

The' use of '3 fMeign mediwn in education thus 
evidently tends to. check the spread of culture, . both in 
the, case of the individual himself and in -the case o( 
society as a whole. 

Before concluding this chapter, we can just shQrtly 
state 'what we ,have proved at such great length. Our 
education we get wholly or mainly through the medium 
ot language, usually thl} hom~ language. Sometimes 
another language· is substituted for the Mother-tongue as 
medium. This procedure, though justified in some cases, 
is yet obviously accompanied by serious drawbacks. The 
words of the forei~ :mediwnhave less meaning for us, 
and ,the construction of' th~ sentences differ frQm wllat 
we are used to.; in other words, the language is unfamiliar •. 

. . I ' . 
I) The Mediumo·f Instruction in Report of the Cal

cu'Ua Uriiv; Commission (l917-1919), 
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We therefore have tc;> work more slowly, pay careful atten
tion to the language.· with· the inevitable result that we 
continually have to withdraw .our attention from the sub
ject matter; hence our thought ianot so effective. 

We are furthermore severely handicapped by not 
being able to express our thoughts clearly and fluently. 
This leads to rote Jearnin2'. and hinders the spread of 
culture through societ;r. The foreign medium makes our 
school-life seem u~natural,· unconne~ted- with the life out
side it, the life which is most real to us, ana which IS 

associated with the ho.me language. The school conse
quently becomes less attractive; in fact some children are 
led to detest going to school. 

There are of course a number of factors which tend 
to make education a success or a failure; language is 
merely one of these factors. but a very important one; 
and in this case. the Crilly one With which we are con
cerned. We have. proved that the use of a - foreign 
language a9 medium has a detrimental effed on our im
mediate thought, as well as on our mental development 
as a whole. . 

We shall later on see that there are cases in which 
it is essential that a foreign medium should.. be used in 
education. ,We shall then shortly discuss the best methods 
to be followed so as to minimise the detrimental effects 
due to the foreign .medium. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Motives lor Making a Foreign Language the Medium. 

Various reasons have been put forward for making 
a foreign language the medium of instruction. We can 
class them under the following heads:-

(I) Political. 
(2) Economical. 
(3) Social. 
(4) Educational. 
(I) Po1it~cal. Of these the political is the commonest. 

The conquering nation wants the conquered nation to 



lose its separate identity. and mer~e intO its nationality. 
This it believes, can 'only be accomplisheCl by substitut
ing, its language for t'ljat (of the conquered. ' This was'the 
policy of .Germany with regard to Alsace-Lorraineand 
-Poland; it wa~ the po1icy of Russia with regard to Poland; 
it was the PQ:licy of Lord Charles Somerset in South Africa 
in' I 822. and it w,as the . policy of Lord Kitchener ill South 
Africa at the: time of the Boer War. In fact it was the 
policy usually followed by the conqueror with regard to; 
the conquered. It has led to atrife 'and trouble. ~nd -yet, 
;strange 1:0 SaY. it-ha~ seldom succeeded;".in all the apove 
instances it. has failed. 

Whep' anatiori is composed o·f two sections, each 
speaking 'a different langUage,. then we get the'same ki~d 
of policy. ' The more powerJiIl section usually tries to 
-impose its language on the.'l~ss . powerful group, "for the 
sake. of unity,·.. The two sections -usu~lly, belong to dif
lerentethical gr~JlPs,· and it is ,held that separate~ 
.1angUage~ are a barrier to ~om~lete unification. Conse
quently the less powerful group is 'forcib1y called upon 
to give up itslangUsge, with all the- tradition etc., bf 
which it is, the hearer, and so, lose its separate identity 
and get rperged· intdth~ more powerful .. section. This 
policy sometimes succe.eds when the smaller, section are 
few iii number, but usu~llyfail~. It suc«eeded inSo~th 
Af;riC~ with regard to the French Huguenots., 'The order 
was re~eived fro·ni Holland that their language: had to- be 
put. an'end to C'moetgemortificeerd worden.") , This 

'was done with SQ, much success that at present their 
nahles alone betray their. French descent; It succeeds in 
Ameri~awith regard to itsai;ep 'immigral,lt pop,ulation. 
But it h~s fanedinBel~um and- in ,Wales. . 

- \ . . 

The . politicians of the conquered· nations ,~nd of the 
weak~r s~ctions have ,~iso 'recognised' the' political "value 
,0.£ .language. ' They always ,fight for the tights of.' their' 
lang1jage. 1bi~has. been done by the Fl~mish Jeade~s 
and is st;ill being dOl1e; .it is alsQheing done in South 
Africa ,by the Dutch,'seetion; it is being done in Wales 
and in·F:.ren~li Canada. J~ r~land "lQeY are going. a.··step 
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further; they are trying~o revive £rse. which had nearly 
disappeared. 

Evidently great ilPportance has been attached to 
language with regard to its influence on nationality. It 
will be interesting for us to examine in what way it is 
connected with natiOnality. and how the substitution of 
another language would affect the, nationality. and hence 
the thought of a nation. ~ 

The first question is whether language as such. its 
form. its sounds9 apart hom its associations. has any in- -
fluence on nationality. Would the AfriCander people 
have been different if their forefathers in the 'Netherlands 
had spoken an entirely different' langua~e ~ Then evidently . 
the Africander people ,would have spoken a different 
language too; but it would have been connected with 
their traditions and with their modes of living. as it is 
now; it would also have been evolved in the same way. 
to satisfy the ne~ds of the same people. Evidently the 
Africander nation would have been much the same. if 
not entirely so. 

The only diff~~ence language as such can 'have. is 
that it may be more cumbersome in its form. and hence 
less suitable for literary use. In this way it could to some 
extent affect the literature and hence the cUlture of a 
nation. 

The case, however, would be quite different if we sub.
stituted for our mother-tongue a language of some other 
nationa1ity, some language, which has 'been evolved by 
another nation in accordance with· its wants. and is the 
bearer of its tradition and history. 

If we know what a Jangua2e's function is with regard 
to a nationality. then we may perhaps infer. what its dis
placement might entail. 

(i) The most obvious function of language with ,regard 
to nationality is to mark off one group unit from another 
or to indentify the members ,01 the same group. In this 
respect it ''is similar to geographical boundaries. Mac
Dougall in his "Croup Mind" points out that "the 
development of the group spirit consists in two essential 
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processes, namely the acquisitiO;n 0'£ knowledge of the 
group, and the' £o11X1atiQn of some, sentiment of, attach
ment t<nhe group as such," And for this; he says "iti. 
essential that the group shall be apprehended or conceived 
as such by its, :members. TheJ:etore' the gi:oup 8piritis 
favoured by whatever tends to define' the group, to mar~ 
it off distinctly from other groups; by: geograph~cal hound
aries; by pe'culiarities o·f skin-colour or of physicaltype~ 
o·f language, of accent" of dress. custom or habit, common 
to ,members of the1 ~oup, that is to say;. by homogeneity 

and distinct'iveness of type within the group," 
, " 

'Language fo·rms a barrier between memhersof dif. 
ferent groups; it keeps them apart; it prevents theI]J. from 
fully understanding on~' another: it ako, prevents intimate 
sodal intercourse and bitermania.ge to a, certain extcmt. 
Some 'people mayeall this a disadvantage;, we shall not 
proceed to argue the point. Language: ,as a barrier~ how
ever, pro'ves very Useful too. It tends to strepgthen the 
individuality of J;latiqnalities; it preyents ~arneness, 
de~eIopment in eXactly .the' .sarnedirections: as sucn it 
furthers ·varietY; it adds to the richness of the world. 
Modern society lays great stress on the individuality o·f 
theindividuaI: the newer methods of teaching emphasise 
the fact that the individualities must. not becra~ped. 
Why sho,uld this not be so in the ease of nationalities') 
It is evident from thisthaf if we try to. substitute another 
language withcall its accomPaniments, the expression of 
the "s6,ul 'o·f another nation, we are trying to destroy an in
dividuality, we ,are trying to 'make it 'a, part of another 
individuality . 

Not only does language act 'as a, barrier, but it forms 
,a bond, of sympathy; ,aeommon language is' something 
all~th~ individ~als\of. a nation have in com~n; it is one 
of 'their common irite:.-ests~, A strong sentiment always 
accompanies '~e mathe:.- tongue, it is the language ",in 
,'rhich .anour .hea¢'s asso(:iations are boun~ ,up. it is the 
langua~eof 0111" homes,. of our parentis' 'religion. of our 
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sympathies and intelligence:'1) As su~h it is accompanied 
by a strong sentiment. there-'lsat once a sympathy be
tween peopJe speaking the same language; this sympathy 
is especially noticeable when one is in a foreign country. 
and one suddenly hears one' s home language spoken. 

This sympcrthY is mticeable between nationalities 
too. It is well known that the French-speaking section 
of Belgium is in sympathy with France; while'the flemish
speaking section is more in sympathy with Holland. So 
a Walloon has heJd that "the efforts of our Government 
must tend to destroy the Flemish Language in order thus 
to pave the way for the amalgamation-of Belgium with 
F r!Ulce, our great mother country." 2) Thi~ policy of 
suppressing ,Flemish has be~n followed quite a long time, 
but without success. 

Mr. Gilchrist has noticed the same ;sympathy' between 
England and America. '"That language is not a universal 
test is shown by the use of English in America and Eng
land. However much the jealousies of these two! nations 
may have been oQ.servable in the past, the existence of 
a common language is bound to make an international 
rapprochement between these countries more easy than 
would be possible were there no commo~ medium of 
expression. War, whether civil or international. between 
people speaking the same language has "always 'been un-
savoury." . 

A common language therefore makes for unity: this 
is one of. the arguments in India fot keeping English as 
the offi~iallanguage of all India, and for using it in educa
tion. India has no common language of its own; there 
are a "multiplicity of Vernaculars."3) If English were u!>ed 
throughout the whole of 'ndia, it would be a unifying 

1) See "Bilingual teaChini: in Welsh Elementary 
Schools"-Royal Commission in Education (1886-7). 

2) Flanders Rig\t and Cl~ms fot Autonomy (Flemish 
Committee). . . 

. 3) Indian Nationality (Gilchrist) in Calcutta Review 
(1919). 
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factor. This,' however, 'could be accomplished without 
making English the medium of education. The verna
culars could· be the' media, while English co·uld be studied 
as a second language throughout. 

If a nationality consists of two sections, each 1Speak
ing a different language. there' if! always a strife; no 
complete unity is fonned. To try suddenly to destroy 
the language of' tile one section with all its accompani
ments, usually pro·ves' impossible and is besides Wlfair 
a~' disastrous to the on~ section. The O~y way out of the 
difficulty seems to be the policy followed in So).ltl( Afri~a, 
that of making the/ whole nation bilingual. In this way 
two languag~s and two ~ultures become. the common pro
perty of both sections. 

Language . defines ~ group, marks it off from, other 
group Units; it is something all, the individuals of a 
nation have in common; hen-ce ,theiI! pride in it, their love 
for it~ it practically becomes part of their very beings. 
And if one takes it away from them, substituting another. 
(me d~prives them of one of their most precious posses
sions, and gives ,them something in return which they 
cannot value nearly the sarri~.. PrIde in a language haa 
in more than one case proved ,a strong incentive' to action, 
to qoeds. It iives ,rise to great literature;' and is usually 
accompanied by greatness in other respects, in art, in 
commerce, anel in other departments. It acts partly as 
cause and partly as effect. We saW' this process take 
place in Holland during the 17th Centw:y; in.Wales. South 
Africa and even in India- more recently. If we substitute 
a language for which they can have no fe~1ing, we remove 
this' incentiv:e- to do', great things; we check "the develop-
ment of the ~oup' spirit." ' , ' ' 

If . individuals have rights then surely individual 
groups can be said to ha.ve rights too. One of these 
rights isthato·flangtiage; ,no- .one has a right forcibly to 
deprive them of that, with all it means for them. . 

, (2) We have already trespassea on our next' point. on 
the second function· of a langu'age fbr the nationality. 
L_"ngUage is part pfthe s~cial irheritance of a natio~, and 
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is the vehicle, the bear~i of much more; of a nation's 
peculiarities, history and tradition. It is as such that a 
language plays a great role in nationality. 

Every nation has an individuaiitYi it has certain 
peculiarities, certain modes of' living, certain habits of 
thought. and certain ideals and interests. It has built up 
its language in accordance with its wants. Its language 
'therefore expresses these peculiarities, these customs, 
these habits of thought, these interests and ideals as no 
other -language, formed to suit another nation's wanq, 
can possibly dC? So, for instance, we find Afrikaans rich 
in idioms and sayings that refer t'o farm life, and to the 
ox-waggon I) which played such a great part in their lives. 
5Q II man who takes the lead. "neem die voortou"; some
one who leaves "laat vat" and so forth._ Take a) so the 
English language of to-day; it abounds in expressions 
connected with sport~ "he did it off his own bat"; "he 
put his money on the wrong horse." .. It isn't cricket," or 
"playing the game:' In America again the English 
language has been developing upon lines in accordan~e 
.with the peculiar -;'aluatioIl8' of the Americ~. To him 
success, especially fi!lancialIy, is the great obsession~ So 
he continually "calculate~:' "figures," out things; he 
"guesses" or ·'reckons.', It is unnecessary for us to 
multiply examples; it is' perfectly clear that language has 
closely adapted· itseIE to- the racial geniUs of the race. to 
the peculiar construction it gIves to its environment, its' 
occupations. The inference is that this adaptation, he· 
coming a social heritage, is not easily replaced by another 
language, that much of the spontaneity of thought and 
humour. much ~f the comprehension of surroundings will 
be lost if we were suddenly to substitute another langauge 
for oUr own. 

As we said before. language embodies the history, 
the literature and the tradition of a nation. It therefore, 
stands for all. a nation has achieved; it is connected with 

. I) For. a li~t see "Die Huisgenoot'· Oct. 1919 and 
Sept. 1920. 
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. all the race'~ past experience: 8S such· j~ is' asso~iated with 
everytl1ing ,the ra:c~ holds dear; witli its; cUstoms,· and. 
institutions. The mother-language is above all the vehicle 
of traditiops; it carries from' one generat.ic;)Qt() the next 

- all that affects ~e 'group, ~he wisdom of the past and the 
nopesof the. future. "Itrevcnls the-national so:ul, the 
collective mind to Us -in all the stages of .it, development. 
By its very ¢xistence jt~ keeps alive the 'fIameof natio·nal 
being and hands from' generation to~generation the torch 
which is made up, of the memories of itssuHering, . glories' 

. I' 

. and aspirations.. fletcher of .Saltoun saW profo·undly into 
the· workings of men's minds .and the· means whereby 
they. ~re influenced when heexdaimed 'Iet me make the 
people's songs and I care not who makes. their laws." 

• . fora law is at best a clurnSr eni-qodiment of the popular 
will,and at worst .an outrage upon it, but'greatliterature 

I' is ail emanation, a projection of the soc~al soul, revealing 
its profundIties .to itself . And if is ~by litE::rature. rather 
.than by_ any other means that ·the;:- . inen of. one generation 
stamp the impress 'of their personalitieSi on the generations 
that succeed them. Liter~ry tradition is one o·f. the most 
powerful of the forces working for the maintenance of 
.national tradit~on. "I) If we. stU:dy~h,e history of a nati~n 
we Hnd a' correlation betw~en literature .and the national 
life.. The decadence of a literature is usually a sure .. sign 
of national lifelessness' anddeteriorati~n, wnile natio·nal 
gre.atnes~ isacco~paniedby literary greatness. 'Nati~nal . .. 
greatiless inspires great literature. which ·is· an expression 
of that ~ationalgre~tness, ~hile thi~ expressionsti.mulates 
greatness in a -nation; it.is a spur to gr~at~ess. 

NQ' idea ,orid.eal can become ~'powerful' force. unless 
nis . taken upemo~i~nal1y.' .~nless.it. is accompaniec:I by 
seiltiin~nt. Now it .is evident., that the -literature, the 
liistory, the tradition ~f another nation is ,accompahied 

. by. very little sentimel)~ fot us. It i~ on)y when W~ .can 
sayitis,olUT na~ionalliterature;~uThistory and our tradi
Jionihat·jt ~s. ~c~~mp~nied by thili sentiment. this spur to 

1) Nati6nalitY'a~d :its Problems. S. Herbert (p.47). 
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further greatness. Instead therefore of .sub6tituting another 
language. with its foreign associations. its foreign literature 
and foreign tradition. we should awake pride in our own. 
and so awaken the national consciousness to greater 
activity. 

In India a v~ry CQmmon argument for the .use .of 
English as medium of education. is that by that means 
Western culture will be introduced. That would probably 
be the best procedure if Western culture had to be sub. 
stituted for Eastern culture. a process which would prove 
impossible .. But if the object is merely to fuse Western 
culture with Eastern cultUre. to have the Eastern culture 
modified by Western culture. surely the best procedure 
would then b~ to use the vernacular as medium. which 
is a much sounder pedagogical procedure. and study 
English as a second language. Book~ can also be trans
lated. for it is the Western ideas that have to be in
troduced. In this way the process would be much more 
gradual. and therefore more beneficial. There have been 
such cultural chan~es. unaccompanied by any change of 
language. Boas holds. that on the whole "cases of per
manence of type and language and change of culture are 
much more numerous. As a matter of fact .the whole 
historical development· of Europe from prehistoric times 
on, is one endless series of examples of this· process. 
which seems to be much easier. since aSsimilation o( 
cultures occurs everywhere without actual bloodmixture. 
as an effect of imitation." I) . 

We have seen that the national language is the trans
mitter of . the folklore. the religion. the tradition of a race. 
To replace this transmitter -with all that it conveys. is a 
dangerous procedure .. It leads to instability of the social 
group. The old traditions.: customs. etc.,. have been re" 
placed; the new have as yet no strength. no moral sanc
tion.. for they are not llart of our tradition. Hence dis
integration results. if there is to be any innovation it 
m~st be every gradual; "Viole[)t disturbance in the life 

1) Boas. "The Mind of Primiti~e Man'" 
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of a society cannot but profoundly aflect the cohf;rence 
of the social stnlcture." 11. A gradual change may result 
in .the .enrichm~nt of -a culture. while a rapid one destroys. 
"Th~ i:apiddissemination of Eur~peatlsover the :~vhole 
world destrqyed all beginnings which, had arisen, in various 
regions. cut ,short the gl'Owth. of tpe existing independent 
genns without regard to· the mental aptitude." 2) The 
decaden~e of the- aushIru!n is a case in point.' "Degrada-. 
tion usuallycorisists in fhis. that the tribal· institutions 
break, dO'WD. The individual is bro,ught too soon to an 
i,tbsolute. freedom ,Irom traditionalrest~aint.' He has no 
inn.er guidf;: to. replace the traditiqnal ~nfluence of 
custom. '.' 3)' It is evid~nt that none bqt the mother-tongUe 
~an effectively tl'a~;rut, all that .is included in folklore an~ 
any tampering with it will breakdown first the continuity 
of tradition. and t.heI\ all the restraints that have secured 
the solidarity of thegro·up. Th(s'solldarity is insisted' upon: 
by many. writers 4) as abso1:utely essential fc;>r the further 
progress 'of .the group. ' 

, ;', I 

If the ~cloption of a language were to- be a very slow 
unconscious proc~ss. it wot¥d be )~ss haTmfui. But when 
it is ·sudden and forced. 'it is absolutely ruinous, even in 
the cas~ ~f highly ciyi'tisecl grout>s. In' this case. however. 
the process .of, substitution- is :very -difficuJt to accomplish~ 
It·'has .. not been, successful fo·r . instance in Belgium. but 
yet the attempt has done gr~at hann.J"he·use ,of a foreign 
n:tedium'in education there. haS .tendecl to check ,the 

• ! .', 

'cultural development 'of the Flemish for a, time; until they 
were 'again' stirred- to take '.a pride in' their language and 
tradition. 'The I effe·ct' of su\>stituting a .language, would 
me~ 'the' loss ,0£ pride. o·f self-confidence irithe' people 
':whose language.~nd .traditionare trf;ated ~s inferior; and 
veryQ{ten has re~U:lted ~ theirsub~~vi~rice to the nthers. 

I)C. -HiJl. ··~Heredity and SelediQn in Sociology:"' 
2) ,.Boas. liThe Mi~d of Primitive, Man. U . 

3) 1'"'0 .. ",.,. 'al So • 1 ., , . urangert"ustonc CIO ogy. 
4) Se~<l1a.f.terron' H.ill "fI~reditY,' Selection 'itl Sociol-

d M Jj all' 010 . M' d" -ogy,-'an " 'ac ougroup. 11'1-. 
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This fact has created a number .of well known sayings. 
such as "De taal is gansch 't volk" (The-language is the 
nation altogether), ·'Die geen taal heeft is geen land weed. 
Waar geen taa} leeEt is geen volk:' (Gezelle) also "Die 
taal van die veroweraar is, in die mond van die .verowerde. 
die taal van slawe.·· (The language of the conqueror is 
in the mouth of the conquered. the language of slaves). 

Language then bas its great value for a nation through 
what it conveys, and thro\l2h its associations. Besides 
being a badge of our nationality .. it is part of our social 
inheritance. and conveys the social inheritance of the 
nation from one generation to the next; consequently ;t 
is associated with everything ~e do or have. with our 
customs. our institutions, our knowledge and our ideals. 
It provides a ttrong sentiment. by being connected with 
an our experiences. and being something which the nation 
has in common. If we treat this language as- inferior, if 
we suddenly substitute another language for it with 
another tradition. which has· little value for those to whom 
we give it. we destroy much and give very little in return. 
We cause loss of confidence and pride; we cause in
stability. In the case of individuals emigrating to a foreign 
country, we substitute a language which has been evolved 
to suit those new conditions and those institutions. for one 
that would be leSs adequate there: and w~ substitute It 
to an individual who adopts the ideals of the nation; but 
in the case of a whole social grouP. which cannot vol
untarily accept the ideals. etc .• of the other race. this is 
impossible. If any substitution takes place the process 
mUst be very gradual. so tllat the language has time to 
adapt itself to the people, and the people to the language. 
and so that the language has bad time to become con
nected with some experience of the race. In that case 
the substitution will .be less harmful, and. in the case oE a 
totally inferior race. may finally result in much ~. 

II. EconomiccJ. The economical argument need not 
detain us very long. It is used by individuals in countries 
where the home language is not a world language like 
English. German ~; French. and where one 'of these 
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languages is also largely in Use. It was held in Wales. 
in South Africa and even to some extent in Belgium that 
Welsh, that Afrikaans, and that Flemish were not essential' 
to commercial prosperity and social advance; that English 
in the two former places and French in the latter were all 
important for mi!lterial prosperity. Consequently people 
wanted their children to learn English m French. and 
thought that this could be accomplished most successfully 
if these languages became the media of instruction., 
Economical pressure was sometimes even used as a 
political weapon. "The sole language of the Belgians 
should be French. In order to obtain this it is necessary 
that all civil and military employments should be entrusted 
to Walloons and natives of Luxemburg; in this manner 
the Flemings, temporarily deprived of the advantages 
connected with such employments, will be forced to 
learn French and thus the TeutOnIC element in Belgium 
will be gradually destroyed" 1) (Rogier). Even such 
inducements cannot force a whole nation to learn a foreign 
language. to' make it the home language, although it may 
succeed in a few individual cases 

In this case a language becomes assoctated with the 
idea of economic success, and people think that if they 
can make that language the natural medium of expression 
of theIr thoughts, they will su'Cceed. The language then 
becomes the end of education. It matters not whether 
the child is retarded mentally and morally. whether his 
.school life IS made unbearable, so long as he learns the 
language. Even then it is doubtful whether he does learn 
the language so much better that this procedure is worth 
while, that it ··pays." 

!II. Social. The social motive is met with in the 
ca.se o! people going to a foreign country. They find 
that they need the foreign language in their social rela~ 
tions with the people around them. The stimulus to 

J) Flander's Right and Claim for Autonomy-Flemish 
Committee. 
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Jearn' the language is so ~eat,and the facilities to do it 
80 many, that they uS!lally Jearn it. fairly quickly. 

When two languages are uSed in a country, one· is 
often supposed to bring certain soqal adyantages with it; 
the man who is able to speak it, is supposed 'to be 
educated; it gives llim a' higher social standing. People 
are' often ashamed to acknowledg~ that the other language 
is really their mother-tongue, and sometim~ do not. even 
wish to acknowledge 'that they know it. This is 'especially 
the case where, the ruling sectioll speaks a certain 
language, and the ruled another; this motive was met with 
in ,England when the language of the court ,was, French; 
i:'was met with in Belgium, in South Africa. and, I beli~ve. 
in Wales. Fortunately it has been countera~ted. The 
Flemings, the Afrikaans speaking South ,Africans. and 
the Welsh have begun' to take a, pride'in their language. 
their literature and tradition and 'their nationality. The 
effect of th'is motive on a group is evident. A sense of 
inferiority is connected with the use of the language. 
Hence people who -\lse it are lo'oked upon 'as inferior, as 
less educated. as lower in the social scale. They notice 
that their language, is despited'. and with it their literature 
and their tradition. They themselves begin to despise it. 
The result is that instead of being spurred 'to action by 
a pride intlieir language. their 'literature. their tradition 
and the,if nationality, they lose their self·respect, th<:ir 
self-confid~nce and their ambition. The only way they 
can overcome this handicap, ,this disability, is 'to adopt 
the language c-f the other race. their language and their 
tradition, if th~t is possible; they must forget that their 
parents spoke this language, which they are repudiatlng; 
tha,t it was the language they first learned; they must for
get that they are fellowmembers :of the race .that s,till 
speaks it, that stiI1 values. the associations With which It 
is connected. 

This fact ohen leads to disruption in the home;' the 
children who Jearn the new language, are ashamed of 
their parenfs, w~o ,have not had the 'opportunity 'of .doing 
so. They become' disrespectful; they a~e ~shamec:l to 
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introduc.e their new friend's to their people., This seems 
unniltural. b~tithas' been known to 'O(:cur. It tends to 
break up the' 60'~e altogether. 

When .a'n~tionaI, revival .takes. p1ace. ope sees. the 
difference at once; people again take a pride in their 
language, their literature. 'their tradition r and their 
nationality. One sees new life and new ambition. They 
~egaiI;l their~onfidence and self-res'peet. Artificiality dis
appears; they become their natural'selves a2ain: they are 
true to. tl}emselves and their fellowmen. A knowledge. 

, pf. the other language iano longer, the sole aim of educa
tion; 'it is subordinated, to the wider aim of mental and 
Illoral development, to' the aim ,6f self-realization. '. 

rv. Edu~ational. ,We get several arguments that we 
,can class as educational. 

CI}, It is held by some that education through a, foreign 
medium. 'With the Ihother-tongueas a subject 01 instruc
tion, provides an excellent. men.tal training; it requires 
more effo,rt,..and more voluntary attention. 

, It is evident that if the' c.urriculum is well~planned. 
and thejeach~ng go~c1, the ~ubject matter ought to provide 
'eQough,' material for mental effort, and ,concentration; an)' 
addi~onal difficulties, such as those, caused by the use 

,of a lo:reign'medium. will only Itend to retard' thought. 
and overstrain die child. In order to be able to think we 
!nust assimi1~te, ~~ must, have something to think about, 
.we must hav'e i'deas. The use aEa foreign- medium makes 
,theassimilati0I\..0f ideas take place more slowly. 

e Bili,ngtlalism' is of 'some use to the ,linguist. It means 
.thathe ,has twO:, languages to st~rt with. The more 
languages on~ krtows, the mor~ easily does Qne get' to 
know others. This ~s 'due to similarities in the .1anguages. 
a~d a180to. mental' habits that . are formed. 
. . If we k~ow:t~oIan'guages we .have more control over 
~helaryngeaI muscles. J,icmce w~shan be able to pick 
up the p~noUn~iation more e·asily. '. ' 
, , ' Bilingualism h~lps the linguist in.-that it, gives him an 
insight irito' the, natureoElanguage'. B:y being able to 
compare two languages,Our- -attention ill involuntarily 
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similarities in languages. 

By k~owing two languages we have access to the 
literature of two countries; anyone who goes in for higher 
education will find out how essential it is to know ~o or 
three languages. It often helps us to a knowledge of a 
subject which we would not get bY the help of only one 
language. This is a benefit which does no"t affect the 
ordinary man much; -it really only affects the small per
centage who go in for higher education. 

If bilingualism does bring these advantages with it. 
that does not yet imply that we have to be educated 
through a foreign medium. We' would become bilingual 
by making the foreign language a very important subject 
in our curriculum. but retaining' the home language as the 
medium. That would eliniinate all the drawbacks of a 
foreign medium. 

Bilingualism as such does not seem to provide any 
special mental ~ymnastic. which develops "the mind as a 
whole. If that were eo we would expect to find that the 
bilingual countries produced the greatest men, intellectually 
and otherWise. But this does not happen. In fact -the 
country which t>roduced some of the' greatest thinkers the 
world has ever had, were unilingual. In Ancient Greece 
the children did not learn through a foreign medium, they' 
did not even know a fo~eign .language. 

(2) From India we very often hear the same argument 
that English must be used as a medium, because the 
introduction of a Western culture requires a Western 
language. A Western language will of course be best 
suited as a vehiCle 'of Western cultUre. because the two 
have always been closely connected. Bui Western ideas 
can gradually be introduced into the East without also 
introducing a Western language. A few terms may be 
coined or taken over when the other language cannot 
supply them. Many Eastern ideas have been introduced 
into the ' West; our religion. for instance, comes from the 
East. ,But we did not have to adopt an Eastern lan~cre 
with the ideas. even though <'UT language was deficient-
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at the time. By ,gradually introducing such ideas. we can 
'modify Our langUage. accordingly. It grows in accordance 
;~vith Wjl.Ilts, ' " , 

If India desires Western ideas to be introduced there • 
. this does not imply that the whol~ of tndia must study' 

\. . . 
through 'the mediurll of aWestem language, It simply 
ine:ans that a Western language must 'be learnt as a second 
language, and that some' Indians, must come, to the West 
to imbibe some of the. 'ideas. - Through reading Western, 
.h90ks, and' throtighcontact with the West. these few' 

, indians will act 'as intermediaries between West and 
,East.' They will bring about an exchange of ideas, an 
exchange which will be' to the adv~ntage' of both. And 

. " 

tllis,can be done without causing the' whole of India to 
get their education through a foreign medium. 

"(3) Now we cpme to the only prgument ihat can some· 
times ~ considered .avalid excuse for the introduction of 
a, foreign mec1ium; 'namely the argument that some 
language~ are inadequate ~s media for higher education. 
It is sometimes difficult to judge. In Belgium Flemish 
[or Du~ch) -of course is quite adequate. ln Wales the 
general opinion is that, 'Welsh is not adequate for higher 
education;' it is' fairly .developed as far, as literature and 
song are concerned. But With regard to science, philosophy 

I' • .... " ) • 

and ,sri f9rth, it is sadly Wapting, in tenns and expressions. 
Consequently it lS held that if we wish ~o go in for higher 
education; we must adopt English as our medium. 
. Afrikaans (5. African ~tch) We con~icler to be a very 
suitabl~ medium of education, even of higher education. 
It 1$' .a highly develope'd language as far as its forin is con-:
cerned.' fQr, it was not co.nserVed by writing for quite a 
number of yea~. It is therefore an easy language to 
learn, As yet, it has not a very large 'literature, but this 
. is ·grbwin~. It .)llakes use- of the Dut~h literature. The' 
(Ieficiency. in words does not. h~der_at,aIl; there is always· 
the parent language. Netherlandish" from which words 
and phrases canbeadop~ed, with ,the necessary changes. 
, 'But what about: the .itativ~ I~guag~s ~ Are they suit .. 
able ~ Are thay adequate ~ Soniepeople think they are. 
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Mr. loram •. though he strongly believes .in education 
through the mother-tongue •. yet thinks that· the Bantu 
languages "have served theii: p~ose. They are not 
capable of expressing the ideas which the new Europea~l 
civilisation haa brought to' the country. . They~e' hope.' 
Icssly clumsy and inadequate.on the mathematic8I and 
scientific sides ..... .It is 'certainly cumbersome' t~ have to 
express 555 by 'amakulu. amahlanti. anamasli~i. amash
Ianu anesihlanu.· while it is not possible to . express in 
Zulu large numbers •. such as ,hundre~ thousand. o~ low 
fractions." I) Hence Mr~' Lmam holds. and we agree 
with him, that for higher education either Afrikaans or 
English must he su.bstitu~ed for the native language as 
medium of instruction'. . 

It is thus practical~y only in -two cases that we' are 
justified in making a foreign language the medium of. in
struction. 

(I) WIlen we settle' in a foreign country. wemu.st 
adopt the language as well as. ~he country. 

(II) When ou,r lan'kuage is unsuitable. for ·higher educa
tion; we must afterwards make anoth~r language the 
medium oEinstruction. 

When deciding to make a foreign language the 
medium of instruction we must be c~eful how we do·it. 
and why we do it. We must not fall into the error of 
making a 'knowledge of the foreign language' the end of 
education instead of only a means. Many people have 
made this error. The Department of Education (Toronto) 
for instance, wrotel to me that they introduced the foreign 
language as medium right from'the beginning, for 
"children who begin tlie study ofaJoreign lan&-uage before 
they have acquired the framework of their own language. 
use the foreign language. with' almost the same. facility ~$ 
their own," but, we may add, not as well as they ~ould 
have known their mother-tongue. had the knowledge of 
that been added to' by education. They now know neither 

. i) The Education of" the South African N~tive (C. T; 
Loraro). . 
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language as well ~ they ought to; while the mental and 
moral development oE the child has also been retarded. 
TIle sole aim was to instil 'a knowledge of the second 
.Ianguage. In the same spirit Ahsanullah (India) advises 
. that English s~ould be the medium in the University and 
partly in th~ school because "the displacement of English 
as a medi1,1lIl of. examination will have a serious effect 
on the study of English. To teach English quickly it 
should be made, a medium of mental ·exchange and a 
vehicle of thollghf conveyance. Students should think in 
English; speak in ,English. WTite in English." I) A know
ledge of English ish~re the sole::! consideration. 

, Ihspect:or Vart Schalkwyk. (S. Africa) says: "Many 
people °in South Africa still have the idea that the Afri
kaa'il$ speaking children must Ieamthrough the medium 
,of Ehglish. for the~ they learn to speak English. This 
is very olten still the standard by which they judge. and 
whichimplie, that the subject is not of paramount im
portance. but the medium. In other words, the subject 
serves the medium. instead of' the II1edium the lIubject . 

. (Die yakdien die medium in plaa!. van de medium die 
vak);o" 

~ven then it IS still a debatable question whether they 
. do reallyleattll the second language much better by using 
.it as a medium. The Welsh Society "for the Utilisation 
of W~lsh~' held that Welsh should be utilised in the 
study of £ngl~sh: Mr. Mennekens (Brussels) holas that 
one'must Hrst lay the

O 

framework of one's own language, 
before nne can get the best results in the study of the 
second. His views are shared by teachers who have had 

- exp~rience. 'wh~, have tried both methods. It i. evident 
that a working knowledge of another language can be 
~btained by studying it merely as aI subject of instruction: 

The ~econd language should not replace the mother~ 
ton~e ~thoutvery good reasons; that means that it can 

1) Medfum . of Instru~tl~. Calcutta Univ. Report. 
(191i~J9) .. 
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practically never re-place the home language,' unless tha 
proves to be inadequate f~r higher edut;ation. 

It remains for us shortly to discuss how we are tc 
p~oceed in case of such an extremity; in other words -wha 
procedure we must follow in replacing the mother-tongue. 

CHAPTER V.' 

Method oj Replacing the Mother-Tongue as Medium
and Condusion: 

-
We have' seen how the use of a foreign medium in 

education affects thought and mental development-it 
affects thought adversely; it retards mental development. 

. We are not surprised therefore ·to hear from various places 
that educat1!ln through a fo~eign mediu~ has been a 
failure. Mr. Wand,erwollen declares that "his opinion 
was founded on experience. This had driven him to the 
conclusion that the attempt to teach ihl:;': sciences and the 
arts through the other-tongue, was doomed to failure. 
The .teaching ,of aU subjects suffered' because French :was 
the medium of instructiQn. This-was particularly disastrous 
in teaching morals and the things of the spint, which can 
only be taken with profit arid placed on a firm basis b~ 
the use of the ,home language. The 'Government had 
instructed him to draw up' a report ... His main thesis was 
that teaching had suffered through the dispJacing of the 
mother-tongue by French. even ~though it had, been done 
with the consent and at the r~quest of parents. who 
recognised the social and cOlTlmerciaivalue oEthe French 
language." I) 

Mr. WiUiams referring to W~les. says "neither is 
there any need lo state a case against the futility of banish
ing Wel~h as the initial medium in the schools in, fairly 
monoglot Welsh districts.· for bitter experience has in 
times past supported the canons· of teaching method in 
the view that there can be nO real deveiopment when 

. ~he child is cut off from the institutions of his environment 

1) Mother-longue and Other-~ongue-WilIiams; 



by denying hiIIlthe use of his own language in schooL" 1) 

Mr. Barrow (India) holds that "whatever conclusion 
might be ,come 'tq as regards the deta,il, the great point 
to be insisted on, it seems· to' me. is' that the present 

, , , I' 

systerri.~ by whieh aU instructio-n after the elementary stage 
is given througb the medium' of an alien tongue, has 
failed h6peles~ly:" 2} 

W~ found, h~wever, that in some cases the home 
language was inadequate to act as medium for higher 
-education. ln thisl,c~se it must evidently b~ replaced by 
a.potherlanguage: We then have to make the best of a 
bad job; we have tQ see how this displacement can be 
accomplished with the least; possible· harm. This is a very 
important paedagogical ,problem, especially in countries 
like S. Abica, where it is encumbent on the whites to 
Pflss on ih_eir civllisation to' the Natives. whose languages 
were. formed in accordance with their few needs,and 
are thus inadequate .for the new requirelllents. This sub
ject offers a very' fruitful field C),£ research for experimental 
psychology and-paedagQ,gy. Much can evidently be done 

.to miniI!lise the disadvahtages of foreign medium educa-
tion, ~;d to make it as successful as, possible. Without 
having ,made a very thorough investigation into, tnis 
'problem,we should like,'to offer a few suggestions. 

The first 'question that l11ises is: 

'How can. we b~st study the second . language ~ _ 

We thus come to, the question 0'£ foreign language 
study with'thls slight differ~nce., that here' we have to 
learn the foreign language as soon and as thoroughly as 
possibl~; so that in a few years it can, replace the m~ther
tongue as>. mediwn. We shall thus not ask at what age a 
child can most profitably. be~n the study of the second 
language, but how.soon can he ·begin'to study it without 

- . I 

causing harm to, the rest of his education. 

1) Mother;tongiieand Other;tongue-Williams; 
'2) 'The Medium of Instruction-in the Calcutta Univ. 

CoIrimission "RePort (1917-19), ' 
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Some people hold that one must firs.t give the verna~ 
cular. time to get set. ..It is a psychological impossibility 
to pass through the apprenticeship 6tage of learning foreign 
languages at the age when the vernacular is setting with. 
out crippling it." I) This. however. does not seem to be 
a necessary cpnsequence.unless the foreign language is 
too soon made the medium. or too much emphasis is 
laid on the study of the second language. There are 
many children who are bilingual practically fr?m the time 
they commence speaking. _ It very often happens that 
the children speak one lan2Uage in the home. and another 
i ... the play-ground. In South Ah:ica it frequently happens 
that the parents speak English {or Afrikaans} while. the 
servants speak Zulu. So that the -child who is looked 
after by a Zulu sel'Vant girl. soon speaks both languages; 

. often too the father is English and. the 'mother Dutch or 
vice versa. "and the child hears both l~nguages in the 
home. The fact that the child uses two languages from 
the beginning means that he gets less practice in either. 
so that he knows neither language quite as well. But on / 
the whole. it st"ems to have no detrimentaf effect on his 
mental development. ~~r does it tend to cltuse any serious 
confusion between the, use of the languages. He can use 
eith,er language which the surroundings suggest o.nd the 
circumstances require. 

If the second language is ~aught in the right·way. it 
can be commenced quite early. A short ora! lesson could 
be given each day in the second year of the infant class. 
but it should nol be studied as a written language until 
some time Jater. say the last term . in Standard I or the 
first in Standard II. .-

In Wales the study of the second language is usual]y 
commenced in Pte'Infant School. either from the very .be
ginning with childr~ of about four years. or in the second 
year. It i, found that no confusion is caused. if it is only 
taught oraDy at' first. One advantage of beginning early' 
is that the child win get a more correct" pronounciation .. 

I) Adolescence-by Stanley Hall. 
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Older . peopl~ fOim habits of pr6nouncing and they find 
it extremely difficUlt tQ lorin' new habits. With small 
children this ·is not _th~ case, "the young~r the child, the 
more perfe~t its irnitati9I1: of the foreign 'language •• I) 

Miss Jones ·holds that lci!lguage ~tudy .depends largely 
on the s~nse~, ,arid "according to Ma'dame Montessori 
'the education of th,e. senses precedes tha( of superior 
intellectual ability~ and the child. between 3 and 7 is in 
ihe formative period:" 1) F.or the little ones the teachit:tg 
must. 'be concrete. Language must therefo·re 'be. taught" 
"inthe order of Things, Ideas, Words and not Word.s with 
either. abstract or 1jlO' ~eahing." 2} 

It is sometil!les held thaf the purely direct method 
will- give the, best resuJts. The translation method. Which 
was 'used in the study of Latin and Greek. proved a 
failure', and Would even be less suc~essful' in the st~dy 
of a modem language. When translation. al~ne is used, 
the language :app.ears to- be a dead langUage, something 
unhatural;. hence very little'intere.st will be taken in it.' 
We shan nevet learn to think inihe l~nguag'e,or.fo ex- .. 
press' our thoughts in it, for we. shall have' '(o-rmed the 
habit 'of tl.'ansIating everything. 'It IS very important that 
we should hear a l?lnguag~ ~ed as a living language •. and 
that we should' att~mpttoexpress ourselves, orally and 
graphically~ by means olit. _ ' 

The direct method is -much mor~' sound psycho~logi-' 
-cally .. 1t represents the la~g'Uage as 'a living one; it requires 
e,xJ)t:ession through its means. . One: thus -gets practi~e in 
it anq forms. habits ·.of e~pression by means of it. Besides 
other advantages, it iilsogives- a good' training in logical 
inf~rence. The meaning isrepreserited j~ "v~rio~s ways, 
and ()ne oft~n 'has to. infer "it. , 

When 'one:represents an object. or a picture of an 
object, the ma'tter'is si~ple ~nough. Very many ~ctions 
can 'also, ~ 'easily r~presented, fo-r ihstance "(walk," ", 

1) A Practical Study of. Languages-Htjnry S.:w~et. 
2) Me)l1orandum by Miss Longfiea Jones (Wales). 



run", HI write"' ·and1Jo on. But ther~ are ·cases when 
.it is not .0 easy to make ·dear the 'meaning; in fact~ some.
times it ,is ,practically iIppossible. It is then that. we m~ 

. not prove to :be the 'slaYe8 of a method. but must give 
the equivalents in our ".own language. There is absolutely 
no hann .in it. We can always use oUr mOther tongue 
for 'explanatoty purposes, when the- mea~gs lU'e ;not 
clear in the other tongue. Many adults have had occasion 
to study ,a foreign language, and_they know how much 
time· can sometimes be' saved, by .getting the equivalents 
in their own language. ' But we must not be too eager .to 
fall back on thehom~ language for we 'must try to Create 
~ second language atmosphere in the ..English lesson, and 
the children must not be made .too dependent on the! 
mother-tongue/or expression ,in the sccond-Ianguago 
lesson. They mu~t there feel the necessity -of expressing 
themselves in tlie second language,and 80 unconscio~ 
have that purpose in mind, ' We saw in part I that the 
surroundings '(the ,atmosphere) and the purpose were two 
factors, which maae it possible for us to speak. conse
cutively in one ·langQ8ge. 

It is 'found ·that ihilaren are' very fond of telling 
stories, of expressing themese~ves; this interest in story
telling t) increases until 'the' child is about '13 or 14 years 
old, and 'then decreases.- 'When' a child is expressing 
. himself, we must not stop him at each little mistake. 'but 
must at first only correct the more serious ones. ThiB 
interest in telling stories. or experiences, we must exploit 
to'the utmost, for-. as Mr. O'Shea points out ""The more 
chance a Child has to express himself and to exercise 'his 
conversational powers, the more efficient will' he become 
in expression." 2) . 

. 'When'the child has 'Ieamedto read and write in his 
mother-tongue. he soon 'learns to do it in the other-tongue 
too, even if that~ not'phonetic.. And when a child can 
read, we mustencolrragehim to read 'little stories and 
books. 

1)'See 'Adoles~~by Stanley·,H811. 
, 2) linguistIC Development and Education' (O-Shea). 
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lri Jhe .highe; . ci~sse~ translation it not. without value; 
it bririgs 'qut the differences .between'the constructiOQ' 
·and expresaio-ns of 'the two langu!!ges',. and 80 is very use. _ 
hil in :languag~ study. 'As . Mr. Mennekens points out 

, ulnevery case it-is tl~c~ssary to arrange language-study 
in sUch a way, that besides the use of th~ direct method, 
th¢re will also pe a: practiclll s:r~retnof~ c:ompariso-n •. where
by', each' language supports the' othet and the morphologi. 
cal d~fference between the two· clearly ~dmes out," I) . 

In studying. th~ second language we should therefore 
begin' with 'Il. little oral conversation in. the infant class, 

. and, after the. children-are ~ble ~o read~d write in the 
vernacular, we sli6wdcommerice' the readin'Sir . and wn'ling 

. 'of the second language. The best method is a com.. 
. promiSe·of the direct method; the dire<;t method "a~ far as 

,poSsible,while the! second la.nguage is tis~d Sometimes 
for giving .equivalentsand fo·r explanatory purpOses .. 

. . '" . ." 
ThIs metho~r of foreign lat:Jguage study does not apply 

equaily in 'the· cllse of ad~ts, especially, educat~d adults . 
. They have .. rather neglected the' dev~lopmentof their: 
acou~tic sEmsibility and. m~inol'Y.' They. have become 
m.ore apd mo·re dependetlt pn the~rvisuaI $ensatioDs and· 
visual 'memory. They have ,to a certain 'exte~t lo~t the 
capacity·' fOI: accurale 'imitation of .so·unds. and· in ~ddition 
have- become . more reserved;, selfconscious, and over· 
8~~iti~e; ~ -t-hatiPey' be~me . afraid tlf'~aki~g gJaring 
mistalces', Ma)lyadults .. 'who havc"had ,toHv~in. a foreign 
COl.tf1.try fo·r some':ti~e" havehee1:lstruck by the fact 'that 

': their child(en~ave pjck~d up. th~ . f~teign' language' much 
mote easily an~ quickly'th~ they' haye .• : and that without' 

. any'spec,sl effort.' The 'adUlt has-formed ·certain . language 
luibi~. 'and'canno,t e,~ily.adapt him~~lf to other; langu,age 
habits an'dforms, If he wants to: s(udy, a forei~ lan'~a.ge, 
lie will· have. toa'ppJy qwte_ ~ aifferent method. a-, rriethod 
whic;:b is base~ inore esp~cially· on. visUal sensatiolls and 

i " • • .., .'. " ~. , ~, 

,,1) Nota .. hetreffencfe ~e~Ond~r~s i~ de, tweede' taal , 
...-Jef. Mejmekens~ . . 
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visual memories. He will have to 'read .~uch. study the 
forms of the language. and note ho'w they differ from his 
home language: His study will he based chiefly' on 

. books. while the' direct -method wiD merely supplement 
it. Personal experience has taught ,me that after 1J!0nths 
spent in a foreign country.' I could understand the 
language quite well. ~cause I had read it a great deal. 
and had heard it continuously. But 'I could not speak it 
correctly. because I bad paid too .little attention to the 
grammar. My attention had first to be drawn to the fact 
that in German "in" was sometimes' followed by the 
accusative' and sometimes by the dative. before I ~ould 
put the correct endings on to the words. 

The adult has to apply more conscious effort in the 
study' of a foreign language. while the child learn! it by 
playful'imitation. 

The next question that arises is how should the r&.
placement ta1(e place; should it he sqdden. or should it 
be gradual. should it take place soon ~r late) , 

AboulI the first part of the question there can be very 
little difference of' opinion. EVide~t1y the right way is to 
make the change gradual. to change over imperceptibly 
from the one medium to the other. This. I think. is the 
tendency that is being shown ,in the various coUntries 
which are faced with this problem. for instance in Wales. 

The second language could then he introduced as 
medium fairly early'. say in the 2nd 'or at the 'beginning 
of the 3rd' year,' when we could commence with one sub
ject. for instance Arithmetic. Of course the children 
would previously have, be~,n prepared for this in the Eng • 

. lish lessons., where they would have learned to count in 
English. and have learned some of the t~that would 
be used. Then the teacher would sometimes use these 
terms in the arithmetic lesson. but would still 'use the 
mother-tongue for explanations. We would advise' the 
local Geography and History to be taken ~ugh medium 
of the mother-tongue. to make it more natural. but when 
we commen~e with the' history and geograpby of other 
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'eountries. we could gradua.Ilyconune~ce to uae the second 
language as :medlwri. 

, ,In _ ~he ca~ of 'subjectswhith are .-iotrequired, for 
higher'. education, ,we need not change to the foreign 
'inediymat, all, ,especially such subjects 8.$ religion and 
'morJ tea~hing. ·-These subjects 'are 80 closely connected 
;wit~.'ihe ' ho,rne 'a.nd ,the, langUage that it would be 'harmful 
to give them ,through the foreign medium. Besides our 
'~m 'is to -introduce the .foreign,meqium so as to be able 
to proviele higher .educatio-n'through its ~ns. Dr. t.oram 
Writes \'1 'afn 'So. convinced. 'of the folly QE attempting to 
l,each throu~h the medium of the foreign tongue that r 
rnake1i~of,Zulu·as the .medium. up to Standard IV, and 
in so'me- subj~cts, e.g. Scripture, Hygiene am arranginr 
to extend vemacuI~r instruction up to Standard Vl." 

It wollld· take uS aboUt 4 or 5 years to change (rom 
~n.e _ medium to ~e b,ther, in the subjects in which, we 
~have 'to. Change.J'heCh~nge W,Ould be complete when 
'they 'have passe£l ,Standard Vt ,that is when they are 
about twelve' or 'lhirte~ll years 'old. The mother-tongue 
'mu$t'of ~ourse, 'be <:o,ntip~ed as' a ~'8ubject 'of instruction. 
;'shd ,ean still .~ useld 'when .nece~8ary for explanatory 
'pu:rp~es; , 

,By 'making 'the: replacement gI'aclual iii this way. 'we 
t~nd :to "lessen the 'factor 1:,£ 'unnaturalness. ,The school i • 
.qUite natural'a.t :the ibeginnihS', 'and-since 'the change is 
almost imperceptible. th~y do not tend to:.regard .it after. 
w:ards·as·yery' urina:ttiraL ' 

It '8'0 .diminisheswordiness. the result ·oE learning 
'Word.s:~Without -knowin~r the. meanings, and' rote-learning. 
By learning .the 's~cond ,latiguage beforeth~y iuse it. and 
.being,thus able' to ,follow ,the work, ·their interest ~d 
I, \. . , • . 

attention ·sufferleSs . . . . . ' . " . I 

ifhe',direct: meth~ ,instead 'of "the . translation method 
.tends·to 'Qhvf~te I'the :influence of ',one:language on ,the 
~thet. Ithe -co·nfusiO:n lbetw~e-n ,the tWo. Of 'course there 
is·,~meti~eS" tincortsciotis :r:ra'nslation both ,of 'worda ,and 
:expresslons: ·:J:)ut;this.wUVbe 11~s~ 'when :the ,direct 'method 
'i$ ·used.: 
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We are thus able to obvicte to some extent the d~
feels of a foreign medium; it will always be detrimental. 
but the problem is to make it as little detrimental as 
possible. 

This brings· us to the end of our subject. We have 
seen what language is. what thought is. and how the 
arbitrary system of si~ns and symbols can represent our 
thought. in fact. have become essential as vehicles of. 
thought. have become essential for the development and 
transmission of thought. We have seen that there are a 
number of arbitrary systems- each different from the other. 
each adopted' by different grcup units. and developed 
according to their peCuliar need8 and wants. Each 
generation inherits the language from the former genera· 
tion. and not only the language. but a whole social system 
of relationships. The function of the language is the 
transmission of the ·achiev.ed lesults. of past generations. 
of the store of traditions. ideas and .habits accumulated in 
the past. It represents in the !>ociaI plane what the germ 
plasm does in the physical.· for it carries from generation 
to generation the social heritage of the ~oUP. with this 
difference that all ac:..cretions. aU additions and assimila
tions from other cultures. all adaptations to environment 
are transmitted for future use. For each group and for 
each member of that grouP. the language haa a number 
of associations: Ii strong feeling is generated with regard 
to it. is associated with it. . And this feeIingcan be made 
to act as a stimulus. as a spur to activity. to achievement. 

We saw how the displacement of the national 
language affected t~e group, and how ~oups natural1y 
resented any interference with their language. 

We also saw how the substitution of a foreign language 
for our home language affected the individual. how it 
tended to instability. and how tile use of a foreign medium 
in s~hool affected his mental de'lelopment and· thought-:
that it caused inattention. lack of interest. fatigue. un
naturaln~ss. and that it prevented the spread of culture 
to ~e less educated class. . 

In some cases. namely those of inadequate language •• 
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we sawl that we had tol fnake use of a foreign medium. 
that the a,dvantages attached to' it outweighed the dis
advantages, especially if the replacement, was done in 
t~e ti~ht way~ . The second language must first be taught 
by a compromise of the direct method, must gradually and 
almost impercep~ibly replace the mother-tonaue 88 

meduiin. This study has shown us in what way words 
are; connected ,with ideas; it has shown us how thought 
is affected by the use of a foreign medium; it haa. thrown 
some 'light on th. 'relatio~ betw~en language and thought. 
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